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From the President of the RIAS

Inspired Evangelism Required
Amongst the various meetings and events that

There is no doubt that Ireland has some

over with enthusiasm for other examples

I have attended in the last few months, the

wonderful architects (although Niall is based in

that we can show and talk about. We are the

presentation by Grafton Architects at the RSA

England) and my hope is that Scotland should

ambassadors for architecture in this nation, as

Metzstein Discourse in Edinburgh and the talk

be able to do at least as well, if not better: we

well as being the profession, and I hope that

by Niall McLauglin, arranged by the Alexander

are both small countries on the edge of Europe,

we can grasp every opportunity to promote

Thomson Society, in the magnificent interior of

and they have a smaller population than we do.

the art by showing and telling. Currently we

Alexander Thomson’s St Vincent Street Church

The problem is creating the appetite and desire

are planning this year’s Convention, which is

stand out. They were all living, breathing and

for good architecture: we need to evangelise

to be in Edinburgh on the 4th and 5th October

utterly possessed with architecture, hugely

the

landowners

(book the date and invite a potential client) and

knowledgeable, and able to make wonderfully

and other potential clients in Scotland so that

I hope that it will be a stimulus that we can all

clear poetic buildings that worked really

they demand it, and will not put up with the

enjoy and from which we can all benefit.

well, and which were frankly spellbinding. As

second best. I suspect we all know this, but it

Niall talked, the daylight faded in the church

is good to be stimulated and remember that

and the images he showed of tall delicately

what we do and what we can offer society is

roofed halls supported by slender columns was

really worthwhile. The best way to do this is

echoed by the masterly control of Thomson’s

to show people good buildings, and even if

space in which his audience was enfolded: an

we do not have something of our own that is

Robin Webster OBE PRIAS

unforgettable evening.

immediately relevant, we should all be boiling

President, RIAS

politicians,

communities,

Your New Quarterly
This edition marks a determined effort to

FSC®-accredited paper which comes from a

One of the biggest changes is from polywrap,

improve

environmental

sustainable crop. In practice, that means it

which was made using petrochemical-based

footprint. Just as architects aim to specify

the

has the same accreditation from the Forest

plastics, to a 100% biodegradable potato starch

materials which are ecologically-friendly and

Stewardship Council, featuring the wee green

wrapping. The wrap is made from waste

sourced locally, publishers have the same

tree symbol, which we recognise on timber

potatoes and can be disposed of with garden

choices to make.

joists, cladding and flooring.

compost as it’s completely biodegradable.

Quarterly’s

From this issue onwards, the Quarterly

The printing presses now use vegetable-

One thing which hopefully hasn’t changed

will be printed and bound in Scotland. That

based inks, which greatly reduces the VOC’s or

is the Quarterly’s ability to offer what websites

will reduce its carbon footprint, because

volatile organic compounds which are released

can’t: the look, feel, smell and touch of paper

each magazine has a shorter distance to

during the printing process. Another plus is

and ink.

travel from printing works to letterbox. The

that the vegetable oils are also derived from

Mark Chalmers RIAS

magazine is printed onto a European-sourced

renewable sources.

RIAS Quarterly Review Group
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Guest Editor
Peter Wilson

From the Guest Editor, Peter Wilson

Innovations in Timber
Peter Wilson is an architect and Managing Director of Timber Design Initiatives Ltd., a company focused on
the research, development, testing, demonstration and commercialisation of innovative timber products
and systems. Peter has kindly agreed to guest-edit this issue of the RIAS Quarterly which has a focus on
timber throughout many of the articles.

“… it is fascinating

With its striking new design, it is perhaps appropriate that

Offsite Construction and Innovative Structures at Edinburgh

to see how far

this issue of RIAS Quarterly should feature the use of timber

Napier University and the Glenalmond Timber Company Ltd

different forms of

so prominently, especially as the Incorporation’s Best Use

for the American Hardwood Export Council to create the

laminated timber

of Timber Award (see page 54) has emerged over the past

‘MultiPly’ structure (see pages 56-57) ably demonstrated the

have come in just

eight years as a highly-respected measure not only of

potential to manufacture CLT here. Further research by the

two decades … ”

excellence, but also of progress in a sphere of architecture

University and CS-IC into the possibility of fabricating this

and construction in Scotland that has undergone something

high added value product from English-grown hardwoods

of a renaissance in this early part of the 21st century. Whilst

is currently ongoing but, with ever-greater demand for this

still heavily dominated by excellent, but small scale, rural

wonder-product, the creation of a full-scale manufacturing

projects, there is increasing evidence of the inroads being

facility using Scottish-grown softwoods remains the Holy

made by more advanced timber technologies into the

Grail of architects and engineers seeking to make better use

civic and commercial architecture of our towns and cities.

of indigenous resources.

6

It is arguable that experience gained in the design and

The architectural profession in Scotland is of course very

construction of the former is encouraging creative latitude

familiar with the use of platform timber frame albeit that

in the latter.

most of the material currently used in its offsite manufacture

At the time of writing, it is almost exactly twenty years

is imported. There are, however, an increasing number

since I chaired a conference in Edinburgh that, as co-

of house-builders employing home-grown C16 timber in

organiser with the Scottish-Norwegian Business Forum, I had

their projects and the emergence here of a completely new

titled ‘Laminated Timber: a New Material for a New Century.’

and unique structural grade – C16+ – can only add to the

This wasn’t exactly prescience: I was aware at the time of

attractiveness and wider use of the domestic resource. The

the spectacular 90 metre undulating glulam beams that

big question of course is whether the radical advances being

spanned the roof of Oslo’s (then new) Gardermoen airport;

made elsewhere in timber frame construction can catapult

of the sculptural quality of the prefabricated plywood

its production in Scotland beyond the requirements of the

formwork moulds for parts of Benson + Forsyth Architects’

residential sector. The feature on pages 60-62 illustrates

Museum of Scotland, and of the very first UK use of cross

the high levels of research and development taking place

laminated timber by Pringle Richards and Sharratt Architects

in other parts of Europe that have the potential to make a

at Shrewsbury Music School. Nevertheless, it is fascinating to

major impact on the regeneration of our towns and cities.

see how far different forms of laminated timber have come

There is much to learn from this, primary amongst

in just two decades: cross laminated timber (CLT), especially,

which must be a demand to Scottish Government to support

has captured the imagination of architects and engineers

the development and implementation of an ambitious,

and, it seems, almost weekly somewhere in the world, a new

long-term and visionary industrialisation policy focused

CLT factory is being opened.

on maximising the use of indigenous resources, such as

We still await such a development in Scotland using

is already in place in Switzerland. That the architecture

home-grown timber, but work carried out last year by the

profession should lead on the development and promotion

Construction Scotland Innovation Centre, the Centre for

of such a policy should be regarded as an essential part of
RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019

Guest Editor
Peter Wilson

its raison d’être and as a template for re-establishing the
importance of architecture to the nation’s economy.

So, to where we are now and where things are going

“There is much

in the future: another major conference, this time in

to learn from

Elsewhere in the UK, the rise in use of various forms of

Edinburgh, on behalf of Europe’s highly respected Forum

this, primary

engineered timber (CLT, Dowel-Lam, Glulam and LVL) can

Holzbau Foundation. ‘Previewing the World to Come:

amongst which

be attributed to a series of game-changers. For example,

Making the Modern Timber City’ will be the inaugural UK

must be a demand

the recognition by supermarket operators of the benefits of

event in the Foundation’s annual, Europe-wide programme

to Scottish

timber construction, the (now non-extant) ‘Building Schools

of conferences and exhibitions. The programme for this

Government

for the Future’ programme in England and – perhaps most

first ‘ForumTimber Construction UK’ will explore new

to support the

influentially, the construction of the Stadthaus – a nine storey

concepts and ideas for timber cities and districts such as

development and

residential block in Hackney by Waugh Thistleton Architects

the waterfront area of Toronto. The development of this

implementation

that indicated the potential to build high with structural CLT.

ambitious project by Sidewalk Labs on behalf of Alphabet,

of an ambitious,

This latter project led to engineers and architects around

Google’s parent company and employing luminaries such as

long-term

the world designing ever-taller timber buildings, the most

Canada’s Michael Green Architects, Norway’s (now global)

and visionary

recent in Norway rising to 18 storeys, but with other taller

architects, Snøhetta and the UK’s Thomas Heatherwick to

industrialisation

towers currently either in design, planning or construction

design the many timber projects required offers some idea

policy focused on

somewhere in the globe.

of the current direction of travel in urban architecture.

maximising the
use of indigenous

This phenomenon was reflected in another conference

With more than fifty urban building types clearly

my company organised three years ago in London on behalf

possible with engineered timber construction and with

resources, such as

of Wood for Good and titled ‘Solid Timber House / Vertical

universal challenges regarding climate change, energy

is already in place

Timber City’. Here, architects and engineers from Europe

usage, environment protection and the circular economy to

in Switzerland.”

and USA presented engineered timber projects up to 80

the fore, making greater use of the world’s most renewable

storeys in height. The second part of the title, however,

construction material is undoubtedly going to feature more

indicated where the industry would inevitably go: rural

prominently in every practising and student architect’s life.

populations gravitating to cities now means huge demands

Prescient? Hardly: large-scale engineered timber design and

for accommodation and thus ever-taller residential projects,

construction is now an international reality.

leading to the design and construction of complete timber

Peter Wilson

districts.

Guest Editor
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Above
Making of the Tulipwood
MultiPly Structure
© AHEC, Waugh Thistleton
Architects and Arup
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Further information on the Kingspan
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Around Scotland
Chapters

Aberdeen Society of Architects / www.aberdeenarchitects.org /

Aberdeen
This is it. Ground zero. Would you like to say anything to

coordinating our social media, arranging our annual awards

mark the occasion?

(not judging!) and generally getting involved whenever I

How do you write something exciting for a magazine

was asked. Over the last two years I have been Vice President

that will potentially be read by your peers across the country?

to David Chouman, and again I have been inspired by his

How do you make it stand out from the other Chapters? How

drive and commitment on many fronts, as well as the ASA.

do you make it interesting, so it will set you apart from your

That has led me to this position, current ASA President. No

predecessor, so you’re not just another faceless Chapter

need to bow or curtsey if we ever meet.

President on a rolling tide of Chapter Presidents?
Should a’ dee the hale speel in Doric? No, that would
make it as difficult for me to write as it would be for you to
read. Should I pack it with cheesy AutoCAD related in-jokes?
No, I’ll save all of those for the ASA Annual Dinner 2020!
Perhaps I should just stick to the tried and tested format
with a mildly intriguing introduction…sorted.

During my term as President I hope to inspire as I have
been inspired; by continuing and adding to the good work

“During by term as

that has already been done by my immediate predecessors.

President I hope

During the last few months since the last RIAS Quarterly
we’ve done more than just welcome in a wonderful Chapter

been inspired...”

President and experienced Treasurer, we also had our Annual
Dinner and Design Awards.

I’m Richard Slater and I was elected as the President of

I’d like to tell you that the evening went without a

the Aberdeen Society of Architects at our AGM on 14th March.

hitch, but there were the usual AV gremlins, assisted by

It was a fairly raucous affair, but none of that will be minuted

unwitting guest speakers and an over-elaborate powerpoint

as the Secretary, Ross Anderson of TINTO Architecture, is

presentation. I’m to blame for the over-elaborate presentation

pretty efficient, so just the relevant and vital information.

and was on hand to quickly remedy the AV situation before

The position of our Treasurer, however, has been vacated by

any Design Award winners were inadvertently revealed. It all

the long-standing Sheila Riddell and the position has been

happened in the first few minutes and the rest of the night

generously filled by Gordon G Smith. Good luck Gordon,

went without a hitch!

you’ve got some big velvet shoes to fill.

to inspire as I have

Our guest speaker this year was Rab Bennetts RIBA FRIAS

Sheila’s input to the Chapter has been immeasurable and

OBE of Bennetts Associates, whom had us all enthralled from

I’m confident that all past presidents whom have worked

start to finish. The speech, accompanied by 42 slides, was

with her have appreciated her endeavor as Treasurer. Sheila

all about Bennetts Associates, but it wasn’t a vanity parade

was also an instrumental part of the ASA Annual Dinner

of projects, clients and anecdotes about ‘famous’ colleagues

ASA Design Awards

committee through the years. I would personally like to

or tutors. His “Untold Stories” were inspirational whilst also

Report and Winners

thank her for her work during my most recent involvement

being real and relatable.

with the ASA.
I first got involved with the ASA in 2015, when the

Our guest speaker was followed by our Annual Design

www.aberdeenarchitects.
org/news

Awards, hosted by Gokay Deveci. You can read more about

preparations for the Festival of Architecture 2016 were the

our awards on our website or our social media channels.

main focus. The President at the time was Catherine Cope,

Richard Slater RIAS RIBA

and it was her drive and passion for the festival which

President, ASA

really inspired me to get so involved. Since then I have been

10
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Above
Ballater Railway Station,
Halliday Fraser Munro:
Award for the Project
of the Year; Award –
Conservation
© Aberdeenshire Council

Clockwise from top
left
Stoneywood Primary
School, Scott
Brownrigg: Award
– Innovative Use of
Timber; Award – Public
Buildings
© Niall Hastie

Queen’s Cross Church,
Aberdeen, Lee Boyd:
Award – Regeneration
© Keith Hunter

Fife Arms Hotel,
Braemar, Moxon
Architects : Award –
Commercial
© Ed Reeve

Former Caley Fisheries
Building, Peterhead,
Michael Gilmour
Associates: Award
– Conservation &
Adaptation
© Michael Gilmour Associates
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Around Scotland
Chapters

Dundee Institute of Architects / www.diadundee.wordpress.com /

Dundee
Far left
DIA Council
© Kirsty McLachlan
Photographer

Left
V&A Dundee at night
© JF Stephen Architects

Two years has flown by. By the time this is

are now beginning to see positive restructuring

Our winter CPD lecture series started in

published I will have reached the end of my

and development. I hope the DIA will continue

February this year. This combines ten evening

term as President of the DIA. At our AGM in

to contribute to this.

presentations on a range of subjects with talks

March I will have stood down and handed back

The RIAS Strategy Group and Interim

the president’s medallion. Not sure what I’ll

Governance Committee have been working

This year we saw the opening of the V&A

wear on the beach this summer.

from a number of our members on their work.

hard and are now beginning to deliver. DIA

in Dundee. This is a splendid addition to the

I would like to thank all the members of the

recently welcomed Karen Stevenson and Karen

city and wider region. It is also a real flagship

DIA for allowing me the privilege of being your

Anderson to present an update on progress to

for the regeneration of Dundee. This is what

President.

our members.

architecture does. It changes places and makes

I have enjoyed meeting many of our

DIA works to promote architecture and

members and corresponding with others. We

support our members. This would not happen

The highlight of the DIA year is our Annual

all have a love for architecture and care about

without the (mostly) cheerful and tireless

Awards and the quality of entries in 2018

our profession and it’s good to share this.

efforts of our Council, their colleagues and

was particularly impressive. The number of

families. They volunteer because they care, and

practices and entries continues to go up. In a

I would like to thank them all.

different year, many of the entries that didn’t

The DIA is a strong Chapter and in the
recent RIAS survey it was evident DIA members

them better.

feel a real sense of attachment to it. It is a thing

The DIA year has included a number of

win would have been strong contenders for an

of value and worth preserving and developing.

highlights. Doors Open Day in September was

award. 225 guests joined us at our Awards Night

Our Chapter has its own characteristics. If

a success and without the DIA this would not

in November to celebrate the best of what our

you include Brechin, we have three cities but

have happened in Dundee. DIA again supported

architects have designed and delivered.

we are quite distinct from the bigger central

the Creative Spaces Challenge where teams of

I won’t be the named person after March,

belt Chapters.

second year high school students competed to

but I do hope to continue helping DIA. In its

design and build a model of a building.

136th year it is still relevant and still banging

We are an integral part of the RIAS and
my

role

has

included

channelling

your

We continue to maintain close links with

the drum for architecture and our members. I

concerns and opinions into the Incorporation’s

the school of architecture. DIA presents awards

hope you will continue to support your DIA and

developing strategy. Thank you to all who took

to the best final year student and recently I

the RIAS and that we will still be celebrating,

part in our various discussions and shared

helped crit and gave awards for a third-year

sharing and arguing over architecture well into

ideas on the Incorporation, the chapter and our

team project. I also met the first-year students

the future.

profession.

and was impressed with how keen, and how

Diarmid McLachlan FRIAS RIBA

young, they all were, and pleased that the

President, DIA (at time of writing)

We have seen some heated debate at the
RIAS over the past two years, but I believe we

12

whole year signed up to be members of RIAS.
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Edinburgh Architectural Association / www.eaa.org.uk /

Edinburgh
This will be my final report as Edinburgh Architectural

architects throughout the process. Since the collapse of a

“Since the

Association President, as my two year term comes to a close

wall at Oxgangs Primary in January 2016 safety inspections

collapse of a

at our AGM in April 2019. It has been an honour to work with

on school buildings across the country have discovered

wall at Oxgangs

the EAA team, and represent and support my profession in

many situations of similar defects. The event highlighted

Primary in

the Edinburgh Chapter area.

typical defects that have been discovered, their causes and

January 2016

the ongoing implications and challenges of the Edinburgh

safety inspections

Schools issue.

on school

The past twelve months have been an exceptionally busy
and vibrant period for the EAA. We have produced a full
programme of lectures and events, held our annual awards,

One of the highlights of the EAA calendar is our annual

buildings across

provided design guidance at the Edinburgh Urban Design

architectural awards, showcasing and celebrating the very

the country have

Panel (EUDP) and Chapter representation at RIAS Council

best architecture in the Chapter area and beyond. The

discovered many

and Committees. In addition, we have facilitated a monthly

2019 Edinburgh Architectural Association Awards will be

situations of

programme of practice lead workshops (Coarum), focusing

presented at a reception at St Cecilia’s Hall in May (winner of

similar defects.

on the future direction of the RIAS. None of this could have

the 2018 Regeneration & Conservation Award).

The event
highlighted typical

happened without the incredible voluntary effort of EAA

Forty-two entries were submitted this year and the

Council, local architects and practices, speakers and award

shortlisted projects, located within the Chapter area, will be

defects that have

judges. I would like to take this opportunity to say an

visited by the judging panel. Awards will be made in five

been discovered,

enormous thank you to everyone who has contributed.

categories: Large Project; Regeneration and Conservation;

their causes

Our 2019 events programme commenced with Ecology

Small Project, Wood and Ambassador. An overall winner will

and the ongoing

& Geo-Environmental in Architectural Practice. Our guest

be chosen from the Chapter area to receive the Building of

implications and

speakers were Nathan Coughlan and Phillip Thompson of

the Year Award.

challenges of

REC (Resource & Environmental Consultants Ltd.) The event

This year our judging panel will comprise EAA Council

looked at protected species and mitigation measures in

members, Nicholas Taggart RIAS and Alastair Cook FRIAS.

architectural design and scheme development including

Joining Nicholas and Alastair are two guest judges, Prof Sally

the regulations, survey types and timings, and the potential

Stewart, Head of Architecture at Glasgow School of Art and

for biodiversity enhancement. It also focused on how land

Kate Duckham, Port of Leith Housing Association.

quality (contaminated land and geotechnics) is assessed and
what architects need to consider in their scheme design.

Schools issue.”

Over summer we will be holding building visits to some
of the winning projects and in November we will hold

In February, the EAA hosted a CPD event on SER

our annual joint event with ESALA – EAA Award Winners:

Certification Scheme & The Edinburgh Schools. The Scottish

A Showcase of the Best. This provided an opportunity to

Registration Board conducted this talk on SER Certification

hear more about the winning projects from the architects

to provide architects with a background to the Scheme,

involved, as well as award-winning fourth year student

what it covers and how it is carried out – specifically

work.

discussing Contractor-Designed Elements and the need

Julie Wilson RIAS RIBA

for close collaboration between structural engineers and

President, EAA
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Around Scotland
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Above
Shortlisted Project:
22 Observatory Road,
Edinburgh – ZONE
Architects
© Chris Humphreys

Left
Shortlisted Project:
Collective on Calton Hill,
Edinburgh – Collective
Architecture
© Susie Lowe
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Glasgow Institute of Architects / www.gia.org.uk /

Glasgow
On Thursday 28th February the Glasgow Institute of
Architects hosted an evening about the Glasgow Urban
Design Panel in The Lighthouse to celebrate its work over
the past year, raise awareness of its importance to the city
and to launch a new fantastic Design Review Guidance
document on the role and procedures of the panel. To find
out more and to download this document please have a look
on the GIA website (see sidebar for URL).
The Glasgow Urban Design Panel (GUDP) is the oldest
active panel in Scotland, originally set up in 1975 by The
Glasgow Tree Lovers Society, The New Glasgow Society and
The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland. These days
© GIA

the GUDP Design Review provides constructive advice to
developers, design teams and planners, as part of the preapplication consultation process, and in line with council
policy and guidance. The GUDP seeks to support built

chair of the panel with a fascinating look back at how the

“The Glasgow

environment professionals in creating the very best design

city has been continuously moulded by political decisions

Urban Design

solutions for the city and its people.

and the key role of the panel in the future of the city. The

Panel seeks to

Glasgow City Council (GCC) host and facilitate the

evening was closed by Brian Evans, recently appointed City

support built

‘independent design review Panel for the city’ and select

Urbanist and also the Head of Urbanism at The Mackintosh

environment

projects for voluntary review; while the GIA volunteer as the

School of Architecture. Brian explained this new role and

professionals

lead of the secretariat and together with the Glasgow Civic

his vision of Glasgow as a place for knowledge, an everyday

in creating the

Forum (GCF) invite building experts to review projects and

city, an international city and a metropolitan city for all its

very best design

report on the Panel findings.

inhabitants. It was a great, inspiring evening celebrating

solutions for

good architecture and placemaking and most of all,

the city and its

celebrating Glasgow.

people.”

The GIA president has historically taken up the role of
the Vice Chair and promoted the Panel and a community
approach to placemaking and design. The launch of the new

The work of the GUDP is fundamental to the future of

guidance aims to give clarity to the GUDP process, promote

our beloved city of Glasgow, we are looking for new blood on

engagement with the Panel and to further engage the

the panel to broaden its expertise and widen its horizons, if

architects of the city, with the design of the city.

you are interested in becoming a representative for the GIA

Design Review

On the evening we had a great line-up of key speakers

on the GUDP, please send a concise CV including biography,

Guidance

who champion good design for the city and promote the

photo, project type experience and a brief summary on why

gia.org.uk/gudp

value of the GUDP.

you would like to join the panel to secretary@gia.org.uk.

First of all, Forbes Barron, Head of Planning at Glasgow

We would love for you to join us and help us make a real

City Council, gave us a historical overview of the panel

difference.

and how its current role was formed; it was followed by

Isabel Garriga RIAS

Paul Stallan, Design Director at Stallan Brand and GIA Vice

President, GIA
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Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatories Orangeries

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

Working with you to deliver
outstanding results on every project.
To find out more call us on

Mozolowski & Murray

0345 050 5440

Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days, Monday to Friday 10am to 5pm,
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 4pm

Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.

www.mozmurray.co.uk

Around Scotland
Chapters

Inverness Architectural Association / www.highlandarchitects.org /

Inverness

The Highlands and Islands Chapter is still recovering after

to also enable others in remote areas to be able to join in

Above from left

our very successful November Convention and Biennial

committee meetings. This would save both substantial travel

Awards.

time (up to 1½ days) and money (£350-£500 per meeting). By

3D image using
overlapping photos

It is not, however, ever quiet with the members of

opening up meetings to a much wider catchment we would

Council, notably Karen Anderson and Calum Maclean. They

be able to pool our resources, participate in CPD and solve

are both very actively involved in the committee generating

geographic inclusivity.

© Neil Ferguson Chartered
Architect

the Strategy document for the RIAS. I am also on the

Karen and Calum both spoke at the AGM but we also had

committee but Karen is Chair of both the Strategy Group and

presentations by Nicola Jackson and Neil Ferguson on BIM

3D image using
overlapping photos
(using Autodesk Recap
Photo) plus key laser
survey points

Interim Governance Committee. Calum is a sole practitioner

and 3D photographic/surveying techniques.

© Neil Ferguson Chartered

and where he finds the time to give such a commitment, I

I presented a very non BIM presentation on a “Rock and

am not sure! Like many of us though, he does it for the good

Broch” houses in Harris. This provided light hearted relief

of the profession.

from the heavy business of the day.

Architect

Low resolution scan
using Faro Scanner
© Tighean Innse Gall

Calum was also instrumental in developing the

The much awaited book The Architecture of Inverness

Strategy questionnaire, which was born in the IAA but

is now nearing completion. Author Calum Maclean, with

was then adopted throughout Scotland and outwith. The

peer reviewers Andrew Wright and John Duncan, are now

questionnaire was used to gather views which will help with

looking at securing funding.

the new RIAS Strategy. The Strategy document, generated

We are also looking at ideas for our November CPD

from the questionnaire and workshops, will be with you

event and beginning to think about the RIAS Convention

Technology with

soon!

in Inverness in 2022, which coincides with the Caledonian

Tradition: Digital

Canal Anniversary celebrations and brings in Swedish

Scanning and Repair

The Chapter is also developing a new website and has
also held it’s AGM.
Like other Chapters, we struggle to fill roles on Council.

connections as the Caledonian Canal is paired with the Göta

of Fort George

Canal.

www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
technology-withtradition-digital-scanningrepair-of-fort-georgetickets-57177975865

I have been re-elected as President. As a sole practitioner

There is also an event at Fort George on 17th May entitled

running a practice, however, this creates difficulties.

“Technology with Tradition: Digital Scanning and Repair of

Hopefully the RIAS will soon have high quality video

Fort George”. This has been organised by the Highlands and

conferencing facilities in place which will allow remote

Islands Traditional Building Forum. See the sidebar for URL.

access to committee and Council meetings. We really need

But, as I said at the start, this is a quiet period!

this in place soon and it should be seen as an investment,

Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS RIBA

not only to allow remote access to meetings for myself but

President – IAA (Highlands and Islands Chapter)
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Part of the fabric of
Scotland
Saint-Gobain has a strong presence in
Scotland, steeped with history and
experience, having specified solutions
for many projects ranging from iconic
structures to family homes.

Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and
distributes construction materials and
solutions, which are key ingredients in
the wellbeing of each of us - creating
great places to live, work or play and
improving daily life.
Visit www.saint-gobain.co.uk/scotland
for more information.

Contact john.keenan@saint-gobain.com
to discuss how Saint-Gobain can help
you and your project.

and many more...

Find us on social – Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland

Around Scotland
Chapters

Stirling Society of Architects / www.s-s-a.co.uk /

Stirling
The CPD training has continued this year with

Regulations by Clyde Ashby. Peter Lee of

mornings specifically designed for architects

a very successful mini series on contracts.

Carmody Groarke concluded the afternoon

and quantity surveyors who wish to develop

SBCC 2016 Minor Works Contracts and 2016

with a talk on the spectacular semi-permanent

their interest in conservation. These events

Standard Building Contract were explained and

enclosure of Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s Hill

will be held at the Engine Shed in Stirling

discussed at events in January. A third lecture

House.

from 9:30am to 12.15pm. The lectures are

covering the 2016 Design and Build Contract

Gordon Smith focussed on the workings

free to attend. It is an excellent example of

will conclude the series in autumn. The

of the Aberdeen Small Practice Group. This led

collaboration between HES, SSA, RIAS and RICS.

presentations were organised and delivered

to a discussion on how we could improve the

The first morning will take place on 3rd

by our enthusiastic and well-known Chapter

delivery of local activities and help meet the

May. It will focus on conservation ethics and

member Len Bunton, Hon FRIAS, FRICS, FCI

needs of our members.

principles, traditional building materials in

Aib. Gavin Thomson, Partner at MacRoberts LLP

The Chapter wishes to thank SIG Design &

Scotland and working with listed buildings.

joined forces with Len during the first lecture to

Technology for their generous sponsorship of

The other Fridays will be held in August,

draw our attention on important legal aspects

this event.

November and January.

of the contracts.

On 23rd April, Business Psychologist Alan

For more information on these events,

On 21st March, the Chapter held another

Bradshaw, gave an evening presentation on

please check the Stirling Society of Architects

AGM, only four months after the last one, to

how to deal with stress in the workplace. He

website on www.s-s-a.co.uk.

align our election calendar with the other RIAS

described techniques that people can apply at

Chapters.

home to control early signs of stress. After the

to attend our events. Booking is essential.

The AGM was held at the beginning of our

presentation, members were invited to share a

Liliane McGeoch FRIAS

Spring half-day CPD which included lectures

meal with Alan Bradshaw at a local restaurant.

President, SSA

on zinc cladding by SIG Design & Technology

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) is

and on the upcoming changes to the Fire

organising a lecture series over four Friday

Architects from other Chapters are welcome

Left
Hill House Enclosure at
Mackintosh Hill House.
Photo courtesy of Peter Lee,
Carmody Groarke Ltd
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Bespoke Joinery and Furniture Manufacturing
Hastings Bespoke Ltd, built on the

Housed in a former 1920s creamery,

At Hastings Bespoke we apply

foundations of three generations

the factory sits nestled in the

traditional methods alongside modern

of family in the heritage joinery sector,

countryside of the Scottish borders,

machinery to manufacture products

founded to create a truly bespoke

fully equipped with modern machinery

you can’t get off-the-shelf, with an

joinery service including restoration,

able to accept any task. The company

accuracy and efficiency needed to

doors, windows, gates, greenhouses,

supplies all over the uk.

meet your high standards.

custom architraves, and furniture

Call or visit anytime for a chat.

made exactly how you want it.

HASTINGS BESPOKE LTD
Killylung Creamery, Holywood, Dumfries DG2 ORL
07511951909 | info@hastingsbespoke.co.uk
www.hastingsbespoke.co.uk

RIAS Awards 2019
Introduction

The RIAS Awards 2019
Year on year the quality of Scottish architecture

buildings that all show the ambitious level

Stevenson (Timber Award judge) will join the

is on the rise. Despite the uncertainty of Brexit

of excellence that architects and their clients

judges on tour (end April) to judge their specific

and an economic climate which continues

can achieve, and I hope that communities,

awards only.

to squeeze fees and challenge professionals’

government and local authorities, along with

Steven Robb, Deputy Head of Casework,

ability to deliver, Scotland’s architects are

everyone else who needs to procure buildings

Heritage Directorate at Historic Environment

delivering work of truly international quality

will look at these examples and ensure that

Scotland (Conservation and Climate Change

to serve our citizens and communities. Our

their ambitions match them.”

Award representative) was also involved in

awards celebrate the very best that is being
built in Scotland.

The judging panel for this year is Prof.

the shortlisting discussions and the Scottish

John Cole CBE Hon FRIAS (Chair), Joanna van

Government are, once again, supporting the
Scotland’s Client of the Year Award.

This year’s judges were struck by the

Heyningen OBE RIBA, van Heyningen and

continuing high standard of submissions and

Haward Architects (representing the Royal

The RIAS Award winners will be announced

found shortlisting very difficult indeed. 19

Institute of British Architects), Catriona Hill

at a Dinner on 30th May 2019 at The Assembly

Projects were shortlisted from 82 entries.

from CH Architecture and Peter McCaughey,

Rooms, Edinburgh. RIBA National Awards will

WAVEparticle.

be announced in June.

RIAS

President,

Robin

Webster

OBE

commented “This is an impressive list of

Stuart

McKill,

Saint-Gobain

(Emerging Architect Award judge) and Jon

Awards generously sponsored by

Gala Dinner generously sponsored by

22
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RIAS Awards 2019
Shortlisted Projects

Bayes Centre, Edinburgh
Bennetts Associates

Client

University of
Edinburgh
QS

Turner & Townsend
Structural Engineer /
M&E Engineer

Buro Happold
Project Manager /
Principal Designer

Faithful + Gould
Landscape Architect

Ironside Farrar
Fire Engineer

Atelier Ten
BREEAM Assessor

RSP
Main Contractor

McLaughlin &
Harvey
Gross Internal Area

9,500m2
Above right
Exterior views
© Keith Hunter

Right
East elevation
Bayes Centre

© Bennetts Associates
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RIAS Awards 2019
Shortlisted Projects

The Black House, Isle of Skye
Dualchas Architects Ltd

Client

Private Client
QS

Jon Howarth,
Chartered Surveyor
Structural Engineer

IPM Associates
(Scotland)
Main Contractor

J & W Cook
Gross Internal Area

186m2
Left
Interior, exterior views
© David Barbour

Below
Site plan and section
© Dualchas Architects Ltd
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RIAS Awards 2019
Shortlisted Projects

Briongos MacKinnon House, Strathaven
Richard Murphy Architects Limited

Client

Colin MacKinnon
QS

MacLeod & Aitken
Structural Engineer

Create Engineering
Main Contractor

Client
Gross Internal Area

395m2

Above right
First (top) and ground
floor plans
© Richard Murphy Architects
Ltd

Right
Exterior view
© Martin Lambie
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Shortlisted Projects

Brodie Castle – Playful Garden Visitor Centre,
Forres

Hoskins Architects

Brodie Castle Visitor Pavilion, Forres

Sections

Key
Shop
Cafe

Hoskins Architects
1

2

Play

3

Client
1

2

The National Trust

3

for Scotland
QS / Project Manager

Gardiner & Theobald
Structural Engineer

David Narro
Associates
M&E Engineer

Max Fordham
Landscape Architects

erz
Conservation Architect

Fiona Sinclair
0

5

10

15 M

1:250 @ A4

(c)COPYRIGHT GARETH HOSKINS ARCHITECTS LTD. COMPANY NO. SC254352

Architect
Main Contractor

McGregor
Construction
Gross Internal Area

278m2
Contract Value

£1.2m
Top
Sections
© Hoskins Architects

Left
Exterior, interior views
© Dapple Photography
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Broomlands Primary School, Kelso
Stallan-Brand Architecture + Design Ltd

HOOL
Client

Scottish Borders
Council
QS

Thomson Gray
Structural Engineer

Goodsons
Associates
M&E Engineer

Davie + McCulloch
Project Manager

Turner & Townsend
Main Contractor

McLaughlin &
Harvey
Gross Internal Area

2,659m2
Contract Value

£8.0m

Right
Exterior, interior views
© Andrew Lee

Far right
Axonometric view
© Stallan-Brand

RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019
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Cairngorms National Park Authority Headquarters,
Grantown-on-Spey
Moxon Architects Ltd

Client

Seafield Estate
QS

McCue & Porter
Structural Engineer

Cameron and Ross
Assistant to Principal
Designer

George Watt +
Stewart Architects
Main Contractor

AW Laing
Gross Internal Area

405m2
Contract Value

£1.0m

Top
Exterior, interior views
© Simon Kennedy

Left
Section
© Moxon Architects Ltd
1

East / West Section
1 : 50
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Collective on Calton Hill, Edinburgh
Collective Architecture

Client

City of Edinburgh
Council and
Collective
Original Architect

Malcolm Fraser
Architects (to RIBA
Stage 3)
QS

Faithful + Gould
Structural Engineer

Elliot & Company
Consulting
Engineers
Project Manager

Cundall
Main Contractor

ESH Construction
Gross Internal Area
(combined)

491m2
Contract Value

£4.0m
Top
Site sections
© Collective Architecture /
Malcolm Fraser Architects

Right
Interior views
© Susie Lowe
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Hendrick’s Gin Palace, Girvan
Michael Laird Architects

Client

William Grant & Son
QS

Thomson Bethune
Structural Engineer /
M&E Engineer

Blyth + Blyth
Project Manager

Client
Brand Interiors

Scaranish Studio
Main Contractor

McLaughlin &
Michael Laird Architects
Hendrick’s Gin Palace
RIAS/ RIBA AWARD SUBMISSION

Floor Plans

Harvey
Gross Internal Area

2,521m2
Contract Value

£13.0m

Level: Mezz

Level: 1

Top
External view
© David Cadzow

Left
Floor plans
Level: 0

Ground Floor Key:

Level: 2

1: Arched Walled Garden Entrance Gate

7: Garden Path

13: Guest W.C’s

19: East Corridor

25: Lower Still House 1

31: HV Switch Room

2: Flowered Trellis

8: Glasshouse Entrance

14: Prep Kitchen

20: Guest Cloak Room

26: Basement Plant/ Process below Mezz Level

32: Deliveries

3: Brick Wall

9: Central Glasshouse

15: Plant Room

21: Staff Changing

27: Still House 3 Basement Plant/ Process

1: Void/ Double Height Volume

4: Sunken Amphitheatre

10: Tropical Glasshouse Wing

16: West Stair Core

22: Control Room and Staff Kitchen

28: Service Yard

5: Sculpted Grass Mounds

11: Temperate Glasshouse Wing

17: West Corridor

23: East Stair Core

29: High Level Pipe Bridge

6: Vehicle Entrance

12: Anti-Chamber

18: Lift

24: Still House 3/ Botanical Store

30: LV Switch Room

30

© Michael Laird Architects

Upper Floors Key:
5: East Stair Core

9: :Leslie’s Lab

2: Still House 1 Mezz Level for Still Access

6: Lift

10.: Corridor

3: Still House 2 Mezz Level for Still Access

7: Bar

11: Plant

4: West Stair Core

8: Lecture Theatre

12 Comms Room

RIAS Quarterly
Issue 37 Spring 2019
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The Macallan Distillery and Visitor Experience,
Craigellachie
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners

Client

Edrington
QS / Project Manager

Equals Consultancy
Structural Engineer /
M&E Engineer

Arup
Main Contractor

Robertson
Construction Group
Gross Internal Area

20,872m2
Contract Value

£140m

Top
Section
© Rogers Stirk Harbour +
Partners

Middle
Exterior view
© Mark Power

Bottom
Interior views
© Joas Souza
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Mackintosh at the Willow, Glasgow
Simpson & Brown

Client

Willow Tea Rooms
Trust
QS / Project Manager

Doig & Smith
Structural Engineer

David Narro
Associates
M&E Engineer

Rybka
Main Contractor

Clark Contracts
Gross Internal Area

1,711m2

Left
Interior views
© Alexander Fraser
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Orchard Brae ASN, Aberdeen
jmarchitects

Client

Hub North Scotland
/ Aberdeen City
Council
QS / Project Manager

Faithful + Gould
Structural Engineer

Fairhurst
M&E Engineer

DSSR Consulting
Engineers
Fire Engineer

Atelier Ten













Main Contractor




Ogilvie Construction






Gross Internal Area







5,600m2
Contract Value















 

















£17.5m

Top
Exterior view
© Cadzoe Pelosi























Right







General plan
© jmarchitects
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Perth Theatre
Richard Murphy Architects Limited

Client

Horsecross Arts Ltd
QS

Robertson
Construction Group/
Red Skye Consulting
Structural / Accoustic
Engineer

Arup
M&E Engineer

Buro Happold/FES
Project Manager /
Main Contractor

Robertson
Construction Group
Theatre Consultants

Charcoal Blue
Conservation
Consultant

Simpson & Brown
Fire Engineer

Buro Happold/
FEDRA
Gross Internal Area

5,069m2
Contract Value

£11.38m
Above

Above

Interior views

Ground (top) and first floor plans

© Keith Hunter

© Richard Murphy Architects Ltd
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The Raining’s Stairs Development, Inverness
Trail Architects

Client

Ark Estates
QS

McLeod & Aitken
Structural Engineer

Neil Ross Consulting
Engineers
M&E Engineer

CDMM UK
Employer’s Agent

Torrance
Partnership
Employer’s Clerk of
Works

Helica
Main Contractor

William Gray
Construction
Gross Area

1,170m2

Top and middle
Exterior views
© Ewan Weatherspoon

Bottom
Context
© Trail Architects
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Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service –
The Jack Copland Centre, Edinburgh
Reiach and Hall Architects

Client

Scottish National
Blood Transfusion
Service
Structural Engineer /
M&E Engineer

Buro Happold
PFI Consortium

Interserve Kajima
Landscape Architect

rankinfraser
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architecture
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Engineer
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St. John’s Church – Alteration and Extension,
Edinburgh
LDN Architects
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Cornerstone
Developments
(Edinburgh) Ltd
QS

Morham & Brotchie
Structural Engineer

Elliott & Company
M&E Engineer

Irons Foulner
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Archaeology
Gross Internal Area
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Contract Value
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Tragerhaus, Glasgow
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V&A Dundee
Kengo Kuma & Associates with PiM.studio Architects and James F Stephen Architects
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West Calder High School
NORR Consultants Limited
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16 Church Street, Dumbarton

37 James Watt Place, East Kilbride

An Cala, Isle of Skye

Keppie Design

O’Donnell Brown

Dualchas

West Dunbartonshire Council

Wm Brown & Co

Private Client

Photo © Jim Stephenson

Photo © Ross Campbell Photographer

Photo © David Barbour

2 Semple Street, Edinburgh

Aberdeen Music Hall, Aberdeen

Anderston Phases 4 & 5, Glasgow

Michael Laird Architects

BDP Architects

Collective Architecture

GSS Developments

Aberdeen Performing Arts Ltd

Sanctuary Scotland Housing Association

Photo © David Cadzow

Photo © David Barbour

Photo © Andrew Lee

22 Observatory Road, Edinburgh

Allermuir Health Centre, Edinburgh

Ashworth Laboratories, Edinburgh

ZONE Architects

Hoskins Architects

Lee Boyd Ltd

Ms Julia Bouvy

Hub South East Scotland Ltd

University of Edinburgh

Photo © Chris Humphreys

Photo © Dapple Photography

Photo © Paul Zanre
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Black H, Isle of Skye

Blackhouse, Ballater

Brodick Ferry Terminal, Isle of Arran

Dualchas

Moxon Architects Ltd

NORR Consultants Limited

Private Client

Mr Ben Addy

CMAL (Caledonian Marine Assets Ltd)

Photo © Felix Mooneeran

Photo © Ben Addy

Photo © Keith Hunter

Blackburn Partnership Centre,
Bathgate

The Borders Distillery, Hawick
Gray Macpherson Architects LLP

Buccleuch Place Meadow Lane,
Edinburgh

Hoskins Architects

The Three Stills Company Ltd

jm architects

Hub South East Scotland Ltd

Photo © Keith Hunter

The University of Edinburgh

Photo © Dapple Photography

Photo © Chris Humphreys

Blackford Road Extension, Edinburgh

The Botanics, Glasgow

Carmichael House, Elie

Konishi Gaffney Architects

CDA

Thomson Hunter Architects

Private Client

David Wilson Homes / Barratt West Scotland

Private Client
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Cathlaw Grange, Bathgate

Drumnakyle Farmhouse, Loch
Tummel

Errol Park Shelter, Errol

DMT davidson associates
Private Client

(T.A.P.) Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd.

Tay Landscape Partnership c/o Perth &

Photo © Douglas Davidson

Private Client

Kinross Heritage Trust

Photo © David Barbour

Photo © Tom Morton

Crimond Medical and Community
Hub, Fraserburgh

East Calder Partnership Centre,
Livingston

Fasnakyle, Doune

McAdam Design (Scotland) Limited

Collective Architecture

Private Client

Crimond Charitable Trust

West Lothian Council

Photo © Squarefoot Media

Photo © P Whitham

Photo © Andrew Lee

Cupar Burgh Chambers, Cupar

Edinburgh College of Art, The Cafe,
Edinburgh

The Fife Arms Hotel, Braemar

ARC Architects
Fife Council c/o Fife Historic Buildings Trust

Lee Boyd Ltd

The Fife Arms Hotel

Photo © Ian Jacobs

University of Edinburgh

Photo © Ed Reeve

ARC Architects

Morgan McDonnell Architecture Ltd.

Moxon Architects Ltd

Photo © Paul Zanre
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Garnock Community Campus, Beith

Harris & Lewis Smokehouse,
Stornoway

The Hut and Liddell Park, Stonehaven

jm architects
North Ayrshire Council

Morgan McDonnell Architecture Ltd.

Elsick Development Company

Photo © Keith Hunter

The Scottish Salmon Company Ltd

Photo © Elsick Development Company

Brooks Murray Architects

Photo © Morgan McDonnell Architecture

Glasgow Film Theatre – Completion
Project, Glasgow

Harvie Street and Brand Street,
Glasgow

The Ingram Centre, Kilmarnock

McGinlay Bell Ltd

Collective Architecture

East Ayrshire Council

The Glasgow Film Theatre

Glasgow Housing Association

Photo © East Ayrshire Council

Photo © Dapple Photography

Photo © Andrew Lee

Gorebridge Beacon, Gorebridge

House at Iron Mill Bay, Charlestown

Inverness Town House, Inverness

Lee Boyd Ltd

Fife Architects

LDN Architects

Gorebridge Community Development Trust

Private Client

The Highland Council

Photo © Keith Hunter

Photo © Keith Hunter

Photo © Ewen Weatherspoon Photography
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The Invisible House, Isle of Skye

Liberton Barns, Edinburgh

Rural Design

LBA

Minimalist Extension to End Terrace
House, Edinburgh

Private Client

Glencairn Properties

Capital A Architecture

Photo © Nigel Rigden

Photo © Vanessa Rankin

Private Client
Photo © Capital A Architecture

Jessfield Terrace, Edinburgh

Links Road, Lundin Links

Muirskeith Road, Glasgow

Konishi Gaffney Architects

Somner Macdonald Architects

Collective Architecture

Private Client

Private Client

Home Group

Photo © Nanne Springer

Photo © Sean Gaule

Photo © Tom Manley

Kyle House, Tongue

The Machrie, Isle of Islay

Groves Raines Architects

Hudson Architects

National Library of Scotland,
Causewayside, Edinburgh

WildLand Ltd

The Machrie Hotel and Golf Links LLP

LDN Architects

Photo © Martin Kaufmann

Photo © Alan Williams

National Library of Scotland
Photo © Paul Zanre
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The New Steading, Dunkeld

Pennywell Phase 2, Edinburgh

Raasay Distillery, Isle of Raasay

Ian O’Brien

Barton Willmore LLP

ABIR architects

Private Client

Urban Union Ltd

R&B Distillers

Photo © Ian O’Brien

Photo © Paul Zanre

Photo © Peter Lawson

Paisley: The Secret Collection,
Paisley

Powell Hall, St Andrews

Rose Court, Galashiels

HLM Architects

Oliver Chapman Architects

Collective Architecture

University of St Andrews / Campus Living

Scottish Borders Housing Association

Renfrewshire Council

Villages (CLV) Joint Venture

Photo © Angus Bremner

Photo © Andrew Lee

Photo © David Barbour

Panmure House, Edinburgh

Queens Cross Church, Aberdeen

Steam-Bent Oak Extension, Glasgow

EKJN Architects

Lee Boyd Ltd

Konishi Gaffney Architects

Edinburgh Business School

Queen’s Cross Church

Private Client

Photo © Paul Zanre

Photo © Keith Hunter

Photo © courtesy of Konishi Gaffney Architects
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Stoneywood School, Aberdeen

Taigh na Carr, Letterfearn

West Highland Way, Milngavie

Scott Brownrigg

Kindelan/Grant Architecture

Page\Park Architects

Aberdeen City Council

Mr Peter Atkinson

Milngavie BID

Photo © Niall Hastie

Photo © David Barbour

Photo © Page\Park Architects

Stuckdarach Lodge, Arrochar

Whitehorn Hall, St Andrews

AXN Architecture

University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh
Law School, Edinburgh

Private Client

LDN Architects

University of St Andrews / Campus Living

Photo © AXN Architecture

The University of Edinburgh

Villages (CLV)

Photo © Paul Zanre

Photo © David Barbour
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Previewing the World to Come:

Making the Modern Timber City

It is instructive to look back over the past quarter century

development sector - often a fairly conservative grouping

Above

to see the extent to which the use of timber has impacted

- has embraced wood to the point at which we are no

Building exterior

upon the UK construction industry during that period:

longer looking at individual timber buildings lost amongst

© Snohetta

outside of Scotland where plat-form timber frame has long

more traditionally-constructed edifices. Instead, entire city

been the default option for housebuilders, building with

districts and even whole towns fabricated from modern,

wood in the rest of the UK was previously widely perceived

engineered timber products and systems are now being

as a low-value option for relatively small, domestic projects.

envisioned.

“… timber has truly
found its place in

Things have changed considerably, however and timber has

It is not only that significant numbers of architects and

truly found its place in the design palette of architects and

engineers have undergone a Damascene con-version to the

the design palette

engineers seeking to deliver ever-larger commercial, public

use of timber: 30+ years ago, the continental manufacturing

of architects

and residential projects.

sector too looked into the future and saw opportunity to

and engineers

The transformation has been remarkable, driven in

address over-production in the central Europe forest resource

seeking to deliver

part by demographic change and population movement,

whilst at the same time adding value to low-grade material

ever-larger

environmental concerns, rising energy costs and the

through product innovation.

commercial,

ongoing move to offsite manufacture (OSM). In combination,

In the space of 30 years, the capacity in Austria, Germany,

public and

these factors have made new timber buildings no longer an

Switzerland and Slovenia to produce large volumes of solid

residential

unusual sight, so much so that large parts of the property

laminate timber systems such as cross laminated timber

projects.”
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Above
Innovation Zone
© Picture Plane for
Heatherwick Studio

Right
Courtyard
© Picture Plane for
Heatherwick Studio

(CLT), Glulam and laminated veneered lumber (LVL) has

range in height from 20-35 storeys whilst structural options

grown exponentially, with new manufacturing facilities

for even taller timber buildings continue to be ex-plored.

currently being opened in all parts of the world in response

The pressure to do so is immense: UN figures anticipate

to global construction industry demand. Everywhere, that is,

that the world’s population will have in-creased from 7.6

except the UK, but more on that anon.

billion in 2017 to 11.2 billion by 2100. Aside from a massive

What has driven this ever-increasing demand? We

increase in demand for essentials such as food and water, the

can look back and identify a number of game-changing

biggest challenge facing the global construction industry

projects, many of which, paradoxically, are to be found in

will be the need to build almost two billion new homes in a

the UK. London especially not only provided the location

mere 80 years. In the inevitable expansion of ex-isting towns

for the Stadthaus, the first seriously tall, engineered timber

and cities and the creation of new ones, however, it is not

residential project, its nine-storey CLT structure completed in

only housing that needs to be provided: the reconfiguration

2008 providing the impetus for a wave of higher and higher

of urban developments embraces a wide range of building

proposals around the world that, in terms of completed

types, of which nearly 50 different examples (e.g. commercial,

buildings, recently reached some 85.4 metres (over 280 feet)

cultural, education, government, healthcare, leisure, public,

in the 18-storey Mjøstårnet tower, a mixed use development

recreation, religious, retail and transportation) can - and

in Norway that opened in early March this year. Elsewhere

indeed have been - construct-ed from timber.

around Europe, projects either in planning or construction
RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019
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Above
Cutaway section
showing honeycomb
CLT structure of the
9-storey Stadhaus
© Waugh Thistleton Architects

Right
18 storey Mjøstårnet
tower in Brummunddal,
Norway, under
construction
© Courtesy Moelven

The title of this article
is also the theme of
a forthcoming major
conference due to take
place in Edinburgh in
early 2020. ‘Forum
Timber Construction
UK’ is the first ever UK
event in the renowned
Forum Holzbau
Foundation’s year-round
European programme
of conferences and
exhibitions promoting
developments and
innovations in building
with wood.
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Peter Wilson is an
architect and managing
director of Edinburghbased Timber Design
Initiatives Ltd. The
company provides
continuing professional
education in all aspects
of timber design
and construction
for architects and
engineers through its
conferences, seminars,
workshops, exhibitions
and publications, as well
as initiating projects that
demonstrate and test

buildings could be built - it can - but where we might see

the necessary materials from indigenous sources. At present,

innovation in the use

the beginnings of large-scale movement by the construction

the UK im-ports 80%+ of the timber it uses in construction

of timber products and

industry away from non-renewable materials. In Sweden, for

and the more that we can utilise home-grown materi-al, the

systems.

example, a number of new districts and townships are being

more we can reduce this over-dependency.

de-veloped and which are designed to maximise the use of

Certainly, it is unlikely that the UK will ever produce

locally-grown material. These efforts are in-ter-connected

enough of its own timber to meet market de-mand, but

with the drive to deliver ‘Timber First’ strategies in various

the old myth that the wood grown here is not suitable

parts of the country - Skel-leftea, Växjö and the competition-

for construction has long been scotched: a great deal of

winning project by C.F Møller Architects for ‘Örnsro Timber

research and development over the past 20 years into the

“… the pressure

Town’, a visionary residential quarter in central Örebro

strength, stiffness and other properties of available species

to build quickly

that is being built in solid timber and which is focused on

has shown the potential for it to be formed into a wide range

and accurately

integrating nature into the urban landscape.

of engineered timber products and systems. The frustration

from renewable

The most recent proposal likely to be viewed with

is that this is not already happening and the challenge

materials is

hindsight as a significant game-changer for the tim-ber

remains to establish an economically viable manufacturing

highly unlikely to

industry is in Toronto, where Sidewalk Labs are developing

sector that can deliver these to the wider UK marketplace.

diminish …”

part of the waterfront for Alphabet, Google’s parent company,

Investment

in

advanced

design

and

fabrication

and employing leading architects such as Canada’s Michael

technology that makes best use of our home-grown

Green, Nor-way’s Snøhetta and the UK’s Thomas Heatherwick

resource is needed now if our industry is to begin to catch

to design the many timber projects required in this.

up with developments elsewhere and ben-efit from an

In post-Grenfell UK, the current impetus is, for

unprecedented demand that can only continue to grow.

understandable reasons, decidedly different, but the

Engineered timber design and construction is now an

pressure to build quickly and accurately from renewable

international reality and, if only for environmentally

materials is highly unlikely to diminish and, at some

sustainable reasons, future cities are increasingly going

point, government, together with the forestry and timber

to be made from wood. As a consequence, greater use of

processing/manufacturing sectors as well as the construction

the world’s foremost renewable construction material will

industry will need to address a hard fact: whilst the debate

undoubtedly feature more prominently in every archi-tect’s

currently revolves around the need to rapidly expand offsite

life and so, if you’re not already aware of this sea-change

manufacture of housing units, relatively little attention

taking place in construction culture, it’s time to get on

is being given to what they are made from. The reality is

board.

that if we are to deliver the changes necessary to ensure

Peter Wilson

we create healthier buildings and urban environments, we

Guest Editor

need to focus on the degree to which we can also provide
RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019
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Concept for Quayside,
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The Versatility of Timber:
Reflections from the RIAS Timber Awards

The RIAS Annual Timber Awards – sponsored by Wood for

can make a difference to how I feel. We support each other here.

Good and Forestry Commission Scotland (now known as

The building and the environment encourage that behaviour

Scottish Forestry) – is aimed at encouraging innovative and

between the members.”

creative use of timber in new buildings in Scotland. Over

When client Helen Webster met with Mary Arnold-

the years it has become clear to A&DS that timber, and its

Forster to create The Black Shed on the Isle of Skye, they

versatility and sustainability credentials, has been adopted

referenced the traditional nineteenth century houses that

by both clients and architects across Scotland.

were lined internally in vertical tongue and groove boarding.

The projects nominated range in scale and location, but

“What we liked about this tradition was that it made the rooms

at the heart is a client or a user who had chosen to support

feel warmer and more tactile than painted plasterboard. […]

a timber project. As part of the promotion for the 2019

However, we were keen to extend the tradition rather than

exhibition of the Timber Awards, A&DS spoke to a number of

to slavishly replicate it. Therefore, the final design employed

clients, building users and architects of shortlisted projects

200mm wide Douglas Fir boards that ran horizontally, except

about their experience of working with timber.

for the doors where the boards ran vertically. The timber has
a beautiful warm glow when sunlight, light from the stove

Connecting to the Setting

or artificial light hits it. The effect of the light continuously

One of the shortlisted projects was the Falls of Shin Visitor

changes the feeling of the space.”

Centre by CH architecture. Valerie Houston, Contract
Manager at Kyle of Sutherland Development trust, said that

Timber Technology

“timber was the key material used in this woodland setting. The

The winning project in the 2018 RIAS Timber Awards was

rural forest location was the inspiration and was integral to the

Bath Street Collective, Portobello, Edinburgh. John Kinsley,

use of timber in the design by our fantastic architect Catriona

of John Kinsley Architects (JKA), wanted the project to be as

Hill from CH Architecture.”

sustainable as possible. He said, “I had followed with interest

Using timber on the Falls of Shin project was also about

the breakthrough use of Cross-laminated Timber (CLT) in

engaging with one of the key stakeholders – the Forestry

projects down south and thought the material would lend itself

Commission – who own the land surrounding the site.

to a residential project of tenement scale. As a client group, we

Top

Throughout the process timber was used to create a number

wanted to be as sustainable as possible and we were interested

of solutions that responded to the natural environment.

in using a timber structure in lieu of a concrete and steel frame.

The Black Shed, Isle of
Skye, Mary ArnoldFoster Architects

Using CLT saved around 8-10 weeks in programme. We were

Timber Interiors

also able to avoid using considerable areas of plasterboard

Another shortlisted project was the Hawkhead Centre in

linings, making CLT cost competitive.”

© David Barbour

Right

Paisley, an activity and support facility for Scottish War
Blinded. Designed by Page\Park Architects, timber played a

Timber Resources

particular role in the interior. To deliver the visual contrast

You can read more about all the projects featured in the

strategy, dark walnut was used for handrails, while door

Timber Awards Exhibition on materials.ads.org.uk where

frames and furniture were made from lighter timbers such

you can also learn more about the properties of different

as maple veneers.

timber types and methods of construction. Sign up for the

Hawkhead Centre
Paisley, Page\Park
Architects
© Keith Hunter

Far right

War Blinded, attends the centre once a week. “It gets me out.

around timber.

Bath Street Collective,
Portobello, John Kinsley
Architects

If I’m down, one day amongst friends and staff at the Centre

Architecture and Design Scotland

© John Reiach

William Alexander Montgomerie, a member of Scottish
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Innovation and Demonstration:

The development of CrossLaminated Timber from Hardwood
Commercial manufacture of Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) in the UK still eludes the
construction sector here, but recent work has demonstrated the potential to produce
this high added value product from relatively low-grade material in Scotland.

Eighteen months on from the opening of its factory facilities

this purpose and the Central European epicentre of CLT

“The extent of

in the Hamilton International Business Park near Blantyre,

production has primarily concentrated on maximising

the structural

the first really visible evidence of what the Construction

value from the abundant pine and spruce resources in the

challenge became

Scotland Innovation Centre (CS-IC) can do was made

forests there. By contrast, Tulipwood offered the possibility

clearer following

apparent a few months ago in London. For those unfamiliar

of an alternative to softwood CLT and, in doing so, to deliver

the commission

with what it does, the centre is the hub that links ideas and

a unique engineered timber product for architects and

by AHEC of

initiatives from industry with the research, development

structural engineers seeking to design larger, taller buildings

Waugh Thistleton

and testing experience and skills to be found within 13 of

using thinner panels than has been the case to date with

Architects

Scotland’s 19 universities and was established by the Scottish

softwood CLT products.

and ARUP to
design a three-

Government to more closely focus academic knowledge and

The extent of the structural challenge became clearer

experience in construction on new business opportunities

following the commission by AHEC of Waugh Thistleton

storey, three-

that can add value to Scotland’s economy.

Architects and ARUP to design a three-storey, three-

dimensional,

The Centre’s role in the manufacture of the ‘MultiPly’

dimensional, publicly-accessible maze sited within the

publicly-

structure that was on display in the Sackler Courtyard of

Sackler Courtyard of the V&A. CS-IC’s facilities – particularly

accessible maze

the V&A Museum during the 2018 London Design Festival

its vacuum press for timber lamination – made it the only

sited within the

indicates the extent of the resource it offers to architects and

place in the UK capable at that time of prototyping the

Sackler Courtyard

engineers in Scotland. The festival has had a long tradition

necessary panels. Grading, sawing, planing and finger-

of the V&A.”

of providing a home to temporary projects initiated by the

jointing the imported material was carried out at the

American Hardwoods Export Council (AHEC) to explore

Glenalmond Timber Co. Ltd’s premises at Methven in

the structural and commercial potential of Tulipwood, an

Perthshire. The other fundamental issue to be addressed was

extremely fast-growing hardwood abundant all down the

that of structural testing, a service provided by one of CS-IC’s

length of the Appalachian range on the east side of the USA.

academic partners: the Centre for Offsite Construction and

The project culminated a decade of applied design research

Innovative Structures (COCIS) at Edinburgh Napier University.

aimed at creating a high added value construction product

It is to the credit of CS-IC’s technical team and other staff

from a timber traditionally used for low value carcassing,

that, over only a few weeks, literally thousands of pieces of

furniture-making and plywood production. Tulipwood’s

timber were laid into the press to be glued into the lamellae

physical properties – it is a very stiff and strong but low

of the 111 x 2.8m square panels required to form the 17 cubes

density (and thus unusually lightweight) hardwood –

of the MultiPly structure. Two types of panels were produced

suggested its potential to be manufactured into CLT panels.

in this way: 100mm thick (five lamellae) structural panels

Conventionally, CLT is almost entirely fabricated from

and 60mm thick (three lamellae) non-structural panels. The

softwood species to create relatively light weight, large

finished panels were transported to the Stage One company

format panels that are easily manipulable when compared

in Leeds for the final prefabrication of the cubes and their

with other structural products. Hardwoods, being high

internal stairs and from there to London by early September.

density timbers, are generally too heavy to be used for

Andrew Lawrence, head of ARUP’s timber engineering
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division, is clear that what at first sight might appear to be

and support innovation. This was also the first ever large-

Peter Wilson is an

a relatively unassuming assembly of boxes, is one of the

scale manufacture of this hardwood product and the first

architect and managing

most difficult timber engineering challenges he and his

serious manufacture of CLT in the UK. Working in tandem,

director of Timber

team have faced. The thinness of the panels, combined with

CS-IC, COCIS and the Glenalmond Timber Company have

Design Initiatives Ltd, a

significant cantilevers and the need to provide connections

shown that there are few, if any, technical barriers to

company focused on the

that can be dismantled without damage to the lamellae,

achieving commercial production of CLT in Scotland. It is the

research, development,

have all contributed to the complexity of the project. As

investment challenge that now remains to be resolved if a

testing, demonstration

a demonstration of advanced timber engineering that

full-scale manufacturing plant is to be established.

and commercialisation

anyone – irrespective of their knowledge or otherwise of

of innovative timber

construction – can understand from the visible character of

Peter Wilson

the component parts – it is a triumph. For the CS-IC, it is a

Guest Editor

products and systems.

manifestation of what it was established to do: to resource
RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019
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Futurity:

Your New Best Friend May
be a Robot

Will 2019 be seen as the year in which the construction industry in Scotland had its eyes opened to the
potential for robotic technology to take its considerable experience in offsite timber frame manufacture
into new areas of architecture? Aside from the tectonic possibilities, business opportunities are
undoubtedly waiting for those prepared to plunge into the world of advanced timber engineering.

Two exhibitions offer insights into the extraordinary

designed to respond to themes within the exhibition. In

possibilities being opened up by research into robotic

its conception and manufacture, this timber construction

manufacture: the first – Robots – is currently showing at the

will highlight the quality of of research by Gramozio Kohler

National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh1 and explores

Research and masters students from the MAS DFAB course

the history of interest in the conception of machines capable

at ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) and

of carrying out a range of tasks in human-like ways. Original

demonstrate current advances in robotic technology that

1.

content created especially for this exhibition provides an

enable non-standard building forms to be constructed using

Robots is at National

insight into the groundbreaking robotics work being carried

dowel-lamination alone, i.e. with no metal fixings.

Museum of Scotland,

out at the Edinburgh Centre for Robotics, a joint venture

The installation aims to show how dowel lamination

between the University of Edinburgh and Heriot Watt

(known in Europe as Brettstapel) can deliver more than just

Edinburgh until 5 May

University.

solid laminated timber plates and moves the architecture

2019.

The second, Hello Robot, was curated by the Vitra

and engineering possibilities towards more flowing, free-

Museum at Weil am Rhein in Germany and is due to open at

form open structures. How influential might this approach

Chambers Street,

the V&A in Dundee in November . This large-scale exhibition

be for an industry geared to offsite manufacture and modern

2.

promises to take the subject into areas of more specific

methods of construction, but which conventionally require

Hello Robot runs

interest to architects and others involved in construction in

a degree of repetition to achieve economic and timescale

from 19 November

Scotland, with almost one third of the display space occupied

efficiencies? The answer lies in Gramozio Kohler’s wider

2019 to 23 February

by a full-size, robotically-fabricated architectural structure

research into digital fabrication and the use of robotics in

2020 at V&A Dundee.

2
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Opposite page and

timber frame construction. Matthias Kohler, Professor of

right

Architecture and Digital Fabrication at ETH Zurich, has led the

Robotic collaboration

development of a new, digital timber construction method

© Courtesy of NCCR Digital

that expands the range of possibilities for traditional timber

Fabrication (the Swiss National

frame construction by enabling the efficient manufacture

Centre of Competence in
Research, Digital Fabrication)

and assembly of geometrically complex timber modules.
Evolved in close collaboration with engineered timber
manufacturing experts, Erne AG Holzbau, these ‘Spatial
Timber Assemblies’ have been used for the first time in the
recently completed DFAB House project at the research and
innovation construction site in Dübendorf. It is also the
first large-scale architectural project to use the enormous
construction robots developed by ETH Zurich’s new Robotic
Fabrication Laboratory.
In this new method, the robots take information from
a CAD model to cut each timber beam and guide it while
it is sawn to size. After an automatic tool change, a second
robot drills the holes required to connect the beams. The
two robots then work together to position the beams in
the precise spatial arrangement required by the computer
layout. To prevent collisions when positioning individual
beams, the research team developed an algorithm that
constantly recalculates the path of motion for the robots
according to the current state of construction. Finally, the
beams are bolted together by hand.

The interdisciplinary nature of this project involved
intensive collaboration between six different disciplines –

Unlike traditional timber frame construction, Spatial

architecture, structural design, materials science, computer

Timber Assemblies does away with reinforcing plates since

science, control systems engineering and robotics – to fully

the load bearing capacity and rigidity required result from

leverage the potential of digital fabrication. In doing so, it

the structure’s geometry, a development that not only saves

demonstrates how the timber frame of the future can be

material, but also opens up new creative possibilities for

resource-efficient in terms of material use, with new joining

timber frame construction, as evidenced in the DFAB House.

methods, design tools and computational technologies all

In this project, six, spatial, geometrically-unique timber

acting in concert to deliver entirely new and sustainable

modules were prefabricated for the first time and, once

forms of building. It also highlights the critical importance

transported to site, were joined together to create a 100m2,

of cooperation and collaboration between industry and

two-storey residential unit, the complex structure of which

academia and for the research and development involved

remains visible behind a transparent membrane facade.

to be seen as fundamental to the way academics and

Aside from the spatial freedom it facilitates, this project

professionals are educated and trained to meet future

is important for a number of reasons: it was carried out as

industry needs. European Schools of Architecture such as

a collaborative demonstration project under the auspices of

ETH Zurich are leading the way in this and exhibitions can

the Swiss National Centre of Competence in Research (NCCR)

show us not only what’s possible but also the knowledge

Digital Fabrication and involved not only Gramozio Kohler,

transfer path that needs to be travelled in order to deliver

but brought together researchers from eight ETH Zurich

fully integrated digital architecture. In the constantly

professorships with industry experts to explore and test how

evolving world of timber structures fabricated by robots it is

digital fabrication can change the way we design and build.

not enough just to keep up, the challenge is to get – and stay

The DFAB House is distinctive in being not only digitally

– ahead of the game. Collaboration – and investment – by

designed and planned, but also built using predominantly

government, industry and academia is vital to set Scotland

digital processes both off-site and on-site, with the two-

on this potentially transformational route.

storey timber element constructed on top of the DFAB

Peter Wilson

demonstration building.

Guest Editor
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Orkney Decommissioning
Headquarters and Community
Centre
greater envelope that combines the façade and roof system,

“The Orkney

and a transition to renewable sources of energy, as well as

creating a protected microclimate on the inside, offering an

Isles, just off

environmentally-sustainable practices is becoming ever-

attractive environment within the courtyard and peripheral

the northern

more important. As the oil wells dry up, gargantuan off-

spaces. The courtyard functions as a living room for the

tip of Scotland,

shore platforms, composed mostly out of steel, are becoming

locals, employees, and for tourists who visit the complex,

play a vital role

obsolete and must be decommissioned to recover as much

with the additionall feature of an exhibition space dedicated

in both old and

material as possible. This process is extremely lengthy and

to the waning oil and gas industry. This museum is located

new methods

costly and one requires a specific new industry to oversee

directly adjacent to the break-down yard, where tourists can

of energy

the process, as well as dedicated data centres to process the

witness first-hand the dismantling of these giants of a past

generation.”

vast amounts of files involved. The Orkney Isles, just off the

era.

The oil and gas industries are entering their final decades,

northern tip of Scotland, play a vital role in both old and new

Timber, a highly renewable and low-embodied energy

methods of energy generation. Its Flotta Oil Terminal, one of

building material, was the natural choice for a building

the UK’s largest, is directly connected to some of the country’s

of this scale and function. The structural system sought

principal oil fields and the European Marine Energy Centre,

to minimise the amount of material used and increase

based in the island’s capital, is pioneering world research

transparency. Glulam elements were used for the frame

into tidal and wave energy, of which the turbulent group

system and roof structure, allowing for less material to be

of islands has an abundant supply of. Considering these

used whilst simultaneously increasing transparency, and

factors, Orkney was the ideal location for the brief presented

cross-laminated timber panels built up the cores and the

by this final undergraduate project: the headquarters of the

walls of the data centre, which required a high level of fire-

decommissioning industry.

proofing. The entire roof is covered in ETFE cushions, which

The aim of the project was not simply to design the

is a much cheaper, lighter and thermally-viable alternative

headquarters of the British decommissioning industry: it

to glass to cover the large space below it. On sunny days, the

was to produce a building that embodies sustainability

roof takes advantage of the greenhouse effect, trapping solar

and one through which the transition to a cleaner future

radiation and heating the courtyard space, offering locals a

Opposite page, far

is physically manifested, whilst at the same time actively

unique experience that the climate otherwise does not allow.

left

involving the local community in a variety of manners,

In addition, the warm timber interior, coupled together

Exploded axonometric

not merely through employment. The result is a mixed-use

with the transparent roof system, works to strengthen the

building, part of a larger masterplan that integrates the

community’s spirit, especially throughout the long and dark

Opposite page, left

entire decommissioning process. The proposal caters to both

winter months. Finally, the data centre features a heat pump

from top

the industry, through office spaces connected to the on-site

that recaptures the residual heat generated and can produce

External axonometric

data centre, and the village of Lyness, where the project is

enough hot water to heat not only the building itself, but

Exterior render

based, by providing an array of communal amenities which

the entire village of Lyness, further showcasing the ability of

Floor plan

the locals currently have little of. At the heart of the proposal

architecture to benefit remote communities.

Internal render

is a generous, covered courtyard, around which the rest of

Anton Andreev

the functions are organised in separate, thermally isolated

Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

All © Anton Andreev, ESALA
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ArchiSonic Vision
RIAS Student Member, Ali Cadir provides a fascinating deconstruction of the space in between
architectural design elements. In this essay the architect becomes the curator, not only of that
space, but also of the end user’s sensual connection and visceral response to it.

We imagine spaces but how well do we communicate

in the shallow running river near St Bernard’s Well. The

“Space is never

our ideas? One of the obvious ways to understand space

collision of sound on the leaves, rocks, sandstone buildings,

empty and is a

is to emotionally and physically engage and exist within

and windows revealed a different perspective to viewing

matrix of sensual

it. How do architects understand the spaces they imagine

the site: a matrix, a web of sound-texture collisions and

dimensions that

creating? Tools such as drawing plans, sections, hybrids and

reactions. These existing interactions make up the invisible

override each

3d modelling (physical or virtual) have become the norm to

qualities of the space which architects often forget about

other, even when

communicate imaginary spatial qualities through light and

when designing spaces.

it is not being

material. Often forgotten is the quality of the empty space
in-between elements, which requires the most abstract and

Visualisations show the sound collisions with textures of
the site for 20 seconds.

complex understanding of our relationship with this ‘empty’

The site was defined. To design for this site space

(non-habited) space. Space is never empty and is a matrix

required the invasion of this site-specific sound matrix. By

of sensual dimensions that override each other, even when

combining the studio room (a box defined by soft, hard,

it is not being inhabited. These dimensions are parameters

and smooth textures) and the ‘sound’ (the existing reactions

that can be adjusted by architects which include not only

between the sound and textures) of the site enabled me

distance, time and scale, but also atmosphere. Light has

to construct a starting point never seen before; reacting a

always been the predominant factor to define atmosphere.

12 metre squared rectangular room with a window, carpet

As architects we often forget about the other four senses that

flooring, stone walls and plaster ceiling with the reactions in

complete atmosphere: touch, smell, sound and taste.

the site has enabled me to construct the “Soundroom”: this

In my final year of Part 1, I decided to explore the sound

is a box defined by the textures of my studio accommodating

and texture of a space and their relationship to each other

the site. “What does the space of the site sound and look like

as well as their context and how architects could use these

if it were to be in my studio space?” is the question answered

immaterial explorations to design spaces of sound, rather

through this exploration.

than spaces that serve sound. I believe the exploration
ideologies can be applied to architecture of any scale and
concept as they focus on the relationships between spatial
parameters and people.

inhabited.”

Visualisations show the site reacting with the studio
space for 20 seconds.
It is at this moment I realised that architecture is the
design of new matrixes that integrate into the existing
matrixes of the world. I encourage all artists to explore the

Project explorations

invisible by utilising existing technology to explore the

The Water of Leith stretches 35km from Balerno to Leith,

infinite possibilities of our senses and perceptions of space

flowing through rural and urban areas and providing

to create an architecture of sensual matrix.

my investigation with an interesting series of spaces: of

Ali Cadir

texture and sound. I had discovered that the most extreme

Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

relationships between sound and texture was when standing
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Govan Intervention Trail
Inspired by Bernard Tschumi’s Pac de la Villete, RIAS Student Member, Alissar Riachi, in
collaboration with student peers, creates a new Masterplan for Govan, one that underlines local
identity by paying homage to its history and engages the present.

The fourth year of studio architecture at the University of

Each student then approached a location and theme,

“… our unit

Strathclyde invites students to create their own brief and

creating an intervention. Starting from the Graving Docks, a

decided to

pursue a design and ethos representative of an assigned

shrine tower for Govan’s memories becomes a point of arrival,

take a different

area and its people – Govan being the given location.

reconnecting the river and re-establishing the old route of

approach towards

Prior to proceeding to an individual design development,

Clydebrae Street, previously Main Street. This further moves

masterplanning by

students work in groups to propose masterplans. Various

on to the Sound of Healing Transitions, a structure that filters

putting historical

discussions within Unit 4A identified that the typical tabula

water from the docks, playing with the aspect of sound. A

and social

rasa approach to a location with as rich a character as

further addition to the docks utilises the old pump house,

consciousness at

Govan would not benefit the community but would rather

creating a small art gallery in the neglected industrial

the centre of our

become an agent of gentrification and denial of its past.

building. On the site of the former Napier Building, a Blast

ethos …”

Therefore, our unit decided to take a different approach

in the Past features gateways in honour of Robert Napier’s

towards masterplanning by putting historical and social

legacy. Along Broomloan Road, the Recycle(d) Pavilion

consciousness at the centre of our ethos and shaping a

becomes a showcase of furniture upcycled by the people

manifesto that aspires to reconnect Govan’s fragmented

of Govan in the context of an outdoor living room. Ignite,

nature and reinforce its sense of identity.

the Govan Night Market, becomes a new feature along

The masterplan draws upon identified issues in the area

Water Row, encouraging local people to set up businesses

and juxtaposes them with Govan’s industry and culture,

and allow for improved activities at night-time. This is

Contributors (in order of

creating a symbiosis that culminates in discovery and

neighboured by Play, an installation to commemorate

interventions):

reconfiguration. The scheme forms a network of symbolic

child labour in the factories and mills, through producing a

Zalia Ivanova

interventions that act as catalysts to encourage gathering,

sculpture that the user may interact with. The Endless Knot, a

Irene Palmiotto

participation and activity. The proposal builds upon issues

structure enveloped with dyed ropes, reminisces of Govan’s

Carole Lafond

such as the large amount of vacant land and the lack

old weaving industry through involving the community in

Jonathan Seng

of typologies and facilities in the area, with the aim of

its construction. The Gang Stand is located in the old Band

Charlotte Sörenson

enhancing it through the creation of temporary structures

Stand site in Elder Park, involving Govan’s youth through

Natalie Senior

that serve as markers for regeneration.

utilising the Vogue’s marketing campaign. The UCS Work-

Liam Xian Ling

in Tribute becomes a working-class monument positioned

Meera B Satheesh

la Villete, a competition for the redevelopment of abandoned

behind the threshold of a Georgian mansion. Finally, Home,

Daniel Cooling

industrial land in Paris. The design superimposes the point,

a sculptural intervention takes the form of a tenement block,

Alissar Riachi

line and surface to create follies that are linked to various

interpreting it in an abstract manner.

Otto Ojane

The master plan is inspired by Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de

activities of local life. A similar approach is applied to Govan,

The Govan Intervention Trail therefore seeks an

where informal interventions bring attention to the area and

honest and sensitive form of masterplanning, provoking

Tutor

inspire a connection amongst its various fragments. Govan

reminiscence and inspiring imagination that have guided

David MacRitchie

Road thus becomes the main axis, with all interventions

the students’ subsequent projects.

linking back to it and reviving areas that have suffered

Alissar Riachi

Year Director

negligence.

Fourth Year Student, University of Strathclyde

David Reat
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Specifying excellence... across Scotland
From our office in Glasgow, our dedicated team of highly experienced door
and window specialists support specifiers and architects across Scotland.
Providing technical expertise and detailed product knowledge architects
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The Big Crit 2019
The Big Crit is a firmly established event in the Scott

The Big Crit is a fantastic opportunity to see the work

Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment that

undertaken by students over the last year and explore some

marks the end of the academic year and is an opportunity to

of the design, construction and social issues that the school

publicly celebrate the best of the students’ work. The day-

embarks upon. This year’s event will take place on Friday 17th

long public discussion will see students from all stages of

May in the Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built

the architecture course present a range of projects to open a

Environment at the Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen,

platform for debate of universal issues affecting architecture,

running from 9:30am until 5pm. Proceedings will draw to a

design and the profession. The panel of architectural critics

close with the opening of the degree show in the Anatomy

from both practice and academia this year includes:

Rooms at Marischal College later that evening, coordinated by

Above
Promotional material for
The Big Crit
© The Big Crit

the school’s architecture society 57°10.
•

Professor Neil Gillespie, Reiach and Hall

•

Professor Alan Dunlop

May by visiting critic Brian MacKay-Lyons. The Canadian

Please follow our

•

Brian MacKay-Lyons, MacKay-Lyons Sweetapple

architect has built an internationally recognised firm with

Instagram page

There will be a pre-event lecture on Thursday 16th

Architects

a strong reputation for design excellence confirmed by over

(@thebigcrit) for regular

•

Akiko Kobayashi Architect

100 awards, including six Governor General’s Medals and

updates leading up to

•

Pascal Flammer Architect

two American Institute of Architects Honour Awards.

the event.
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Peter Wilson

The Modern Timber House in the UK

New Paradigms and Technologies

Peter Wilson

The Modern Timber House in the UK: New Paradigms and Technologies
arcamedia

The Modern Timber House in the UK:
New Paradigms and Technologies
by Peter Wilson Arcamedia Ltd; £35.00 (£28.00 from the RIAS Bookshop)
The Modern Timber House in the UK: New

products. Each chapter has a brief introduction

“It clearly

Paradigms and Technologies is the latest book

to the technology involved followed by a series

demonstrates that

by Peter Wilson, a long-term proponent of

of case studies of different houses using it.

timber buildings
don’t have to

timber in construction, director of Timber

The larger second part of the book

Design Initiatives and author of New Timber

explores applications of timber construction.

look a particular

Architecture in Scotland back in 2007. This

Each chapter explores a particular typology –

way, although

book takes a similar format although this

affordable housing, self-build, extensions, tall

of course the

time focusing purely on housing and with

buildings, etc. Timber in bespoke private rural

style will be

a wider geographical coverage. It is notable

houses has become relatively common but

influenced by

how in the intervening decade the overt use

timber construction in mass urban housing is

the properties of

of timber in construction has become far more

still far from mainstream. A range of interesting

the construction

mainstream although there are still many more

projects are illustrated here.

system used.”

experimental uses being explored.

The book covers a huge range of different

The book is set within the context of a

styles, scales and contexts. There are just under

national shortage of good quality, affordable

one hundred case studies in the book and very few

housing and a shortage of skilled labour, as

of them appear to be just another of the same. It

well as the ecological impact of our buildings

clearly demonstrates that timber buildings don’t

no longer just being the concern of a few eco-

have to look a particular way, although of course

warriors. I would imagine if the book had been

the style will be influenced by the properties of

written just a few months later it would have

the construction system used.

had a greater focus on the fire performance of
tall timber buildings post-Grenfell.

One downside of having so many case
studies is that none of them are looked at in

If you are looking for a technical handbook

much depth. It could have been good to have a

then this is not the book for you but that is not

few of the projects looked at in more detail. The

Top

what it is aiming at. Instead it aims to inspire

book is well illustrated with many large clear

and open minds to the wide range of different

photographs but, like so many other architecture

Crow’s Nest, Dorset;
AR Design Studio

things that can be achieved with timber

books, it would really benefit from the occasional

construction. It hopes to encourage people “to

plan or section to help understand the form of

take as much delight in the use of timber as

the building and how it was influenced by the

is shown in the examples included within the

chosen construction system.

pages here and, in doing so, to bring absolute
and enduring delight to those who dwell.”

This is a book that is well worth a read,
particularly if you have little experience in

© Martin Gardner

Right
Tigh Beag, Cairngorms
National Park; SHS
Burridge Architects
© Nigel Rigden

The book is in two parts. The first looks

designing timber buildings beyond standard

at modern timber technologies and the

timber kit construction. It would also be a great

Far right

second looks at different applications. The

one to be sitting out in your boardroom to

timber

Caretaker’s House,
Hooke Park; Invisible
Studio Architects

from

show clients what is possible. But it may leave

traditional green oak construction and modern

you with a desire to know more, to raise more

reinterpretations of it through conventional

questions than it answered, and possibly, if it

timber frame and SIP panels, to solid timber

does that, it has accomplished its purpose.

construction and the use of modified timber

Neil McAllister RIAS RIBA
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MASS TIMBER
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOLID
L A M I N AT E T I M B E R SYST E M S

Mass Timber – An introduction to Solid Laminate Timber Systems
by Robert Hairstans Arcamedia Ltd; £20.00 (£16.00 from the RIAS Bookshop)

RO B E RT H A I RSTA N S

Dr Robert Hairstans is the Head of the Centre

University with various industry partners and

Try looking at the work of Waugh

for

Innovative

involve the testing of bending, stiffness, tensile

Thistleton, Amin Taha, Hugh Strange or

Structures within Napier University’s Institute

behaviour and buckling. The last chapter looks

John Kinsley. Just look at the pure joy of

for Sustainable Construction. His specialist

mostly at the potential of using hardwoods

their buildings. Look to Norway, Austria and

expertise is in the fields of timber engineering

and is written by Peter Wilson. This chapter

Switzerland for astonishing examples of how to

and technology.

finishes for me on a high with the description

use these materials.

Offsite

Construction

and

Having designed and delivered a house in

and images of the Vitsoe Headquarters by

Why not ask the Scottish Government why

collaboration with Carbon Dynamic, a company

Waugh Thistleton Architects with Eckersley

it heavily funds institutions that champion

specialising in offsite modular construction

O’Callaghan Structural Engineers. A remarkable

innovation or offer advice, while letting smaller

using Cross Laminated Timber, I was concerned

project.

businesses that actually make stuff pour their

that my knowledge of the product was hazy so
was keen to read the book.
It sets out its intention as a kind of ‘catchup’.

I have no criticism of Dr. Hairstans’
contribution as it rarely gets distracted from its
stated aim.

own money into applied research and built
development struggle and go under.
And why has the Scottish Government still

Matt Stevenson from Carbon Dynamic said,

not invested in a plant in this country that

“The past two decades have witnessed

“Robert is doing hugely important work from

would produce, at scale and economically,

an extraordinary upsurge in the use of mass

within academia (and is) a key ambassador for

the products that practitioners like myself are

timber products. The pace of this technological

massive timber”.

asking for. Take the money from quangos and

advance is such that the emergence of many

As a practice engaged in small projects,

Innovation Centres and give it to people keen

of these systems has not always been matched

we rely heavily on the technical departments

and able to manufacture what we need to move

by the publication of independent, objective

of the products we specify. We have had to

towards a more sustainable building industry.

technical information or guidance for their

become skilled at adapting their standard

Afterall as Dr. Harstains says:

use.”

details and pushing them to rethink or refine. I

“Timber is a carbon sink: in tree form, it

And this it delivers.

had half-hoped for a book with some standard

sequesters carbon from the atmosphere and

It starts with an introduction, then an

details to apply to our work.

stores this carbon in the building structure.

overview and then a dense chapter on Design

All the experiments carried out at Napier

Production and Construction. I can now tell

end with a cautious or incomprehensible tone

environmental benefits… all forms of Solid

you the difference between GLT, LVL, PSL, NLT,

with ‘further assessment required’ or ‘details

Laminate Timber Systems are considered to

DLT, CLT, nCLT, dCLT, and ICL. (Well I can’t, but

to be resolved’ or ‘an important step forward….

have significantly less environmental impact

I now know where to look). There are many

providing necessary benchmark information,

than the production of concrete, the cement

tables of analysis and it is in the depths of

facilitating

product

and

content of which is widely recognised as the

these tables that you realise almost all the 24

stimulating

the

chain

construction industry’s primary (and very

manufacturers of these panels are based in

partnerships.’

Austria, Switzerland and Germany and none in
the UK.
The penultimate chapters describe a

familiarisation

necessary

supply

My main worry for a book that is
commissioned as a catch-up is it becomes

This

decarbonisation

has

economic

and

substantial) contributor to global greenhouse
gas emissions.”
Mary Arnold Forster RIAS

quickly out-of-date.

number of experiments carried out at Napier
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Vitsœ, Royal
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and Martin Francis
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The Smile, London;
Alison Brooks Architects
© Jon Cardwell

Obereggen Mountain
Hut; Peter Pichler
Architecture + Pavol
Mikolajcak
© Oskar Dariz

Chäserrugg Summit
Restaurant, Switzerland;
Herzog & de Meuron
© Herzog & de Meuron

Primary School, Burry
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Making Dystopia
by Professor James Stevens Curl Oxford University Press ; £45.00

Professor James Stevens Curl is a distinguished architectural

along with the “cult” of Corbusianity. Frank Lloyd Wright

“Curl rages

historian and Fellow of the RIAS specialising in Georgian and

refused to be included in this exhibition of his “inferiors”

against the

Victorian architecture. In this book he decries the advent

and he is notable by his near omission from this book. So

death of craft

and growth of Modernism and its successive movements.

are Asplund and Aalto, two major figures gaining only a

in architectural

passing, if complimentary, mention whose very human and

design and

humane works might be seen as weakening Curl’s case.

building, pointing

The conventional history of modern architecture reads
as a teleological roll call towards a new and brighter future;

out the high cost,

Pugin, Ruskin, Morris, Voysey, MacKintosh, Shaw, Muthesius,

Touring the USA, the MoMA exhibition gained the

Behrens, Gropius, Mies, Corbusier and so on. Curl looks at

attention of the artistic and, more importantly, the rich.

short lives and

this supposed apostolic succession and its myths. Voysey

Curl notes that, in the real-world, form follows finance. Big

unpopularity

constantly refuted any notion of himself as a “pioneer” of

Business adopted the machine aesthetic and inevitably the

of many of the

modernism. It is difficult to square Morris’ Arts & Crafts

factory-made overcame the hand-crafted. Less well-known

buildings it

with the machine aesthetic of the Bauhaus. Notably, Curl

is the CIA’s adoption of Modernism as a weapon in the Cold

produced.”

points out, although founded in 1919 the Bauhaus had no

War based on Stalin’s distaste for the modern.

architecture department until 1927 just before Gropius left.

Curl rages against the death of craft in architectural

In any history of Modernism the Bauhaus dominates and

design and building, pointing out the high cost, short lives

Curl has a particular distrust of it and its offshoots, rebutting

and unpopularity of many of the buildings it produced. He

many of the legends that surround it. Gropius comes in for

refers to a long catalogue of social failures, demolitions and

considerable criticism – notably his apparent inability to

existing works of unquestionable ugliness. While Jencks

draw and his claims to designs which were more Meyer’s. He

sees Pruitt-Igoe as a symbol of a fresh start, Curl sees it as

points out that although the closure of the Bauhaus is usually

an excuse for more self-indulgent frippery. Post-Modernism

ascribed to the Nazis, Mies tried hard to accommodate their

comes in for a blasting, rivalled only by the vituperation

wishes until forced to leave in a hurry, his earlier flirtation

Parametricism and Starchitects receive. “Iconic” buildings,

with the Left frustrating any chance he may have had with

blobs and crystals are condemned with horror.

the new regime. The Modernists’ dalliance with totalitarian

In order to redeem the architectural world, Curl looks

regimes of either stripe, along with their anti-Semitism,

back to pre-Modernism. He posits changes to architectural

remains a stain on many of their reputations.

education with a greater emphasis on history, measured

America welcomed the Bauhauslers. Philip Johnson and

drawings and practical experience.

Henry Russell-Hitchcock organised the MoMA exhibition

Though the editing has been somewhat indulgent

“The International Style” in 1932 featuring work by Gropius,

towards repetition, this is a scholarly work, as befits both

Mies, Corbusier and JJP Oud. Curl censures the propagandists

subject and author, refuting the notion that design has made

of Modernism for their demands and programmes, especially

progress towards greater benefit. Curl has reconsidered the

Corbusier, and structures his arguments accordingly.

history of Modern Architecture, but with an agenda. Worth

Corbusier’s mutually contradictory claims to both historical

reading, it will infuriate some and delight others.

precedent and tabula rasa, with occasional doctoring of

Doug Read PPRIAS RIBA

photographs to illustrate his claims, are roundly condemned
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Veneered Panels

With a mixture of contemporary designs
and patterns, we offer the widest range
of high quality veneered stock in the
UK from Europe’s most respected
manufacturing companies.

MDF
From standard, light, moisture
resistant and fire retardant to
exterior, flexible and profiled,
our extensive range of Medium
Density Fibreboard can offer a
solution to any construction or
design requirements.

Live, work
and play...
Decking

Cladding

As well as a range of durable hardwood
decking, we offer an exciting new
composite decking material that brings
style, functionality and flair to any
outdoor spaces.

Accoya® Modified Wood

Accoya® is a modified timber which is guaranteed
for 50 years above ground and 25 years in ground
or freshwater. Its performance and properties are
remarkable, from joinery for the home to bridges
submerged in water, Accoya long life wood stands
up to every application challenge.

With a multi-million pound stock
holding across a wide range of
products, you can be confident
in our ability to satisfy your
cladding requirements.

Birch Plywood

Our range of high quality Birch Plywood is available
with either FSC® or PEFC certification and we have
a comprehensive chain of custody in place to
ensure transparency in the sourcing of all our
timber products.

Solid Surface
The wide variety of colours, its
translucency, its thermoforming
properties and its hard wearing
nature ensure that Solid Surface
stands out in every project,
allowing interior designers the
freedom to develop results
that have no limits.

Performance Door Blanks
Decorative Panels

Whether for residential or commercial applications,
with over 500 laminate decors and a massive
collection of melamines, no matter what your
project requirements, we’ll have the solution.

We have the widest range of certified timber door blanks
in the country; fire and smoke-rated, high acoustic and
security-tested, blanks with low thermal values, and a
comprehensive PassivHaus certified product offer too.

Flexible Products
Flexible sheet materials offer interior
designers a simple and cost effective
method to produce complex, curved
designs, with minimum effort.

Hardwoods

Working in partnership with
our reputable suppliers from
around the World, we maintain
a good and varied stock of
hardwood and we’ve recently
added some really exciting
new species.

We offer RIBA approved
CPDs – contact our depot
at Eurocentral to book a FREE
CPD seminar at your offices

Proud Supporters of

CELEBRATING
YEARS

Established more than 260 years ago,
James Latham's extensive range of panel
and timber products enhance the environments
where we all live, work and play.

JAMES LATHAM

SCOTLAND

Information and samples can be obtained from
James Latham Scotland
Pharos, Brittain Way, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4XJ.
Phone: 01698 838777 Fax: 01698 831452
Email: architects.scotland@lathams.co.uk
or click on www.lathamtimber.co.uk
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Top
Monument, Podgaric,
Croatia
© Jonathan ‘Jonk’ Jimenez

Right
Monument, Petrova
Gora, Croatia
© Jonathan ‘Jonk’ Jimenez
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Spomeniks
by Jonathan Jimenez Carpet Bombing Culture; £19.95

The spomenik is a cross between sculpture,

Tange’s megastructure in Skopje. Others evoke

memorial and architecture; its literal translation

the German Expressionism of forty or fifty years

from the Serbo-Croat is “monument”. Dozens

earlier – except that the predominant material

of them are scattered around the former

here is concrete rather than brick. Still more

Yugoslavia. Intrigued by their alien forms, the

are the descendants of Russian Constructivism:

French photographer Jonk (Jonathan Jimenez)

design with an integrated social, political and

went on a quest to visit as many as he could.

formal agenda which we’ve barely seen in the

Some were built in prominent locations,

past half-century.

others lie deep in the mountains. Jimenez

Yet underlying the spomeniks’ weird and

clocked up thousands of kilometres in a hire

wonderful forms is a sombre truth – like Lutyens’

car trying to discover them, crossing and re-

ossuary at Thiepval, these are memorials to the

crossing the former Yugoslavia. The territory

fallen, rather than mere reminders of dead

now consists of seven different states with

ideologies. Some spomeniks sit in well-tended

separate languages, currencies and (in some

parks, others lie overgrown and vandalised.

cases) even alphabets.

Many suffered during the Bosnian conflict of

The history and politics of the Balkans is

the 1990s, when some were even bulldozed or

complex, yet the significance of the spomeniks

dynamited. In the former Yugoslavia, perhaps

is clear enough. They are monuments to the

more so than anywhere else in Europe, building

“If that free-form, Brutalist concrete has

partisan forces who fought fascism during

is still seen as a political act.

come to be associated with socialism

World War II. Few of them are traditional

Spomeniks is a landscape format hardback,

– just as stripped-back neo-Classicism

statuary: some consist of social realist murals,

well-produced on good quality art paper.

became shorthand for fascism – many of

others look like an explosion frozen in mid-

The text is short and Jimenez’s brief captions

these monuments don’t follow any school

air. Almost all were built by Marshall Tito’s

merely hint at each spomenik’s story, but

or style.”

Yugoslavia using reinforced concrete.

the photography is strong and that’s the

If that free-form, Brutalist concrete has

main reason to buy the book. The images are

come to be associated with socialism – just

thought-provoking, prompting reflection on

as

became

the former Yugoslavia’s troubled history, the

shorthand for fascism – many of these

spomeniks’ forgotten designers, and of course

monuments don’t follow any school or style. The

the monuments’ eventual fate.

stripped-back

neo-Classicism

spomeniks’ designers simply took advantage of

Carpet Bombing Culture’s list lies at the

concrete as a means to create complex forms

intersection of art, design, architecture and

quickly and simply – using shuttering joiners –

photography. Some of their other titles are

rather than slowly, using stone masons.

also worth a look, if your reading tastes extend

As a result, some spomeniks are exercises

RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019

beyond the traditional canon of architectural

in pure form-making, demonstrating that

publishing.

Yugoslavian Brutalism extends beyond Kenzo

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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Elemental Alejandro Aravena: The Architect’s Studio
by Michael Juul Holm Lars Müller Publishers; £40.00

Today, few architectural offices are able to pick and choose

Elemental, reflects a desire to pare back design to “…

“Their primary

which commissions to pursue, but the Chile-based practice

that moment of irreducible existence … when you have

goal is to

Elemental has now reached this privileged position. Perhaps

synthesised something to its innermost core.”

formulate the

such success was inevitable given the innovative nature of

Consider their commission for the Innovation Centre

right questions

in Santiago which the client had assumed would be a glass

(through inclusive

This project (to rehouse a hundred squatter families)

box; instead they confounded expectations by proposing a

discussion

operated with a meagre budget of $7,500 per house by

monolithic concrete fortress (primarily to shield the interior

and extensive

evolving a novel typological twist, namely the ‘half-finished

from aggressive solar gain) riven by deep, three-storey high

research), before

home’. The project garnered numerous international

recesses.

addressing

their first project ‘Half a House’.

accolades and offered each household an affordable

This beautifully produced book is the catalogue to a

framework to facilitate expansion and individual expression.

recent exhibition at Copenhagen’s Louisiana Museum of

Founded in 2000, Elemental comprises five partners

Modern Art. Entitled “So far…” and curated by Mette Marie

with around twenty staff. Its charismatic founder, Alejandro

Kallehauge and Kjeld Kjeldsen, this show was the second in

Aravena, curated the 2016 Venice Biennale and has been

a series of exhibitions intended to focus on architecture as an

awarded both the Pritzker Prize and the RIBA Charles Jencks

iterative process and how it can shape society.

Award. He bears the title Artistic Director which reflects

The book joins a growing number of publications

their very particular approach to professional practice built

showcasing the practice’s oeuvre including Elemental

around an intense engagement with the end user.

(Phaidon Press), Alejandro Aravena – the Forces in Architecture

They work at a variety of scales ranging from urban
strategies to social housing in order to exchange different

answers.”

(Toto) and Elemental: Incremental Housing and Participatory
Design Manual (Hatje Cantz Verlag).

strategies whilst retaining an earnest integrity. Their primary

The book features a range of international, beautifully

goal is to formulate the right questions (through inclusive

photographed projects along with an extended interview

discussion and extensive research), before addressing any

transcript. Aravena is adept at articulating and exploring

potential answers.

ideas through freehand drawings – the sketchbook therefore

They promote a very grounded, pragmatic approach

any potential

is central to their practice.

which values intuition and common sense rather than iconic

Certainly, given the challenges of producing good work

flourishes or gestural statements. Nonetheless, the work has

in the current economic climate, it is refreshing to see

genuine presence and often exudes a Brutalist primitiveness.

Elemental’s determination to avoid the cliché and instead

Aravena enjoys the challenge of operating in straitened

champion their version of sustainability as being simply a “…

Right

circumstances and can adapt to available means employing

rigorous use of common sense.”

Spreads from book

“…scarcity as a filter against arbitrariness.” The very name,

Mark Cousins RIAS

© Lars Muller Publishers
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“All this is
illustrated by
many large, clearly

Sustainable Renovation:
improving homes for energy, health and environment

drawn diagrams …
three-dimensional
views which clarify

by Chris Morgan A SEDA guide to best practice funded and published by the Pebble Trust;

complicated

£10 (or free to download from www.pebbletrust.org)

details.”

This new publication is focussed on making our existing

and the more recently prominent issue of of airtightness,

Top left

housing stock more sustainable, a priority if we are to have

and then turns to the detailed methods of construction to

a chance of keeping the global temperature rise below 1.5

achieve these aims; roofs and ceilings, windows and doors,

degrees C. This is an intensely practical book taking a holistic

and ground floors are covered in great detail. The importance

approach to sustainability. As the introduction says:

of carefully supervised building work is emphasised.

Shows a range of
problems which can
result from poorly
conceived and installed
internal wall insulation.

“There is no doubt that current efforts to save energy

All this is illustrated by many large, clearly drawn

are making a huge difference, saving energy and improving

diagrams. Not technical plans and sections, but three-

comfort for thousands, but the impulse for writing the guide

dimensional views which clarify complicated details. An

was the realisation that many renovation projects are not

exceptional amount of thought and work has gone into

as effective at saving energy as they could be. Moreover,

these, and they could form a model of great value in teaching

they can create a number of unintended consequences

both professionals and building operatives.

which have negative effects on the comfort and health of

The publication then turns to more discursive sections on

occupants, the condition and durability of the buildings, and

heating, ventilation and lighting. Ventilation has hitherto not

in some cases on the conservation value of the buildings. …

been addressed seriously but becomes important as houses

This guide is an attempt to broaden out our area of focus …

become more airtight. Modern materials and furnishings

using a balanced approach.”

increase the impact on health of VOCs. There is also a good

In writing it, Chris Morgan has drawn not only on his

discussion on the pros and cons of various heating systems,

own wide experience in design and monitoring buildings in

with an unusual emphasis on the importance of radiant heat

use. He has also built on work and research carried out since

for human comfort.

SEDA was launched in 1991, starting from Howard Liddell’s

Sustainable Renovation deserves the widest possible

warnings of the danger of reducing sustainability to focus

circulation. For a start, it should be required reading at all

solely on carbon reduction, and his insistence on a more

our schools of architecture. I was shocked recently to be

holistic approach. SEDA’s design guides Airtightness in 2006

told by a student that they were discouraged from projects

and Toxic Chemical Reduction in Buildings in 2008 reflected

involving existing buildings. Do we have climate denying

this more holistic approach.

professors still at large?

There is much of great interest to architects in this

Top right
Shows the
recommendations for
avoiding almost all of
these problems and
achieving in reality an
energy efficient, healthy,
and durable installation.

Bottom left
Sketch showing
the recommended
arrangement of
insulation, services, and
access in loft.

Bottom right
Insulation at Rafter Level
– Sketch detail showing
how much insulation can
be installed in coombes
with limited damage and
disruption

Jim Johnson RIAS

publication, but it is aimed at a wider readership. A huge
and successful effort has been made to ensure the content is

The book can be obtained from the Pebble Trust and SEDA, price £10

comprehensible to non-technical readers.

plus postage. The complete contents are also downloadable free

Sustainable Renovation emphasises a balanced approach
to sustainability which differs from many similar guides.

from the Pebble Trust www.thepebbletrust.org or from SEDA
www.seda.uk.net.

It stresses the perennial importance of good maintenance
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Technical
Practice Update

The latest news from RIAS Practice Services

Practice Update
Practice Services 2019

Report which has been published by the Royal

Spring Practice Information

Institution of Chartered Surveyors. The RIAS

Construction

The RIAS Spring 2019 edition of Practice

has representation on the working group. The

of

Information is about to be published and there

report is available from the news section of the

constructionpolicy@gov.scot.

is still time to contact us to avoid missing out

RICS website (www.rics.org).

For

more

the

information,
Procurement

Scottish

contact
Policy

Government

or

the
Unit
email

Project Bank Accounts – Revised

on important information. If you would like to

Further information is available on the Built

receive Practice Information 2019 on paper in

Environment Forum Scotland website (BEFS),

Thresholds and Procedures

a folder, please let us know as soon as possible.

which also links to Prof Douglas Robertson’s

Practices are advised that there have been

The Practice team is always available to listen

Report on Common Repair Provisions for Multi-

changes to the guidance for the application

to suggestions or deal with any issues you may

Owned Property: A Cause for Concern (see end of

of Scottish Government’s project bank account

have.

article for URL).

(PBA) policy.
From 19th March 2019, a PBA must be

Practice Services has recently published

Practice Essentials 2019 – Guidance for

comprehensive

tenement

included in procurement documents for public

Architects

inspections written by Stephen Newsom based

works contracts commencing procurement

On 13 March 2019 Practice Services organised

on his presentation at the RIAS Conservation

procedures from 19 March 2019 with an

a CPD afternoon for practitioners which

Seminar ‘Conserving the Assets of Our Past’

estimated award value at least in the following

focused on two key areas of practice: fees and

which took place in October 2018.

amounts:

contract administration. In the first part of the

Download

guidance

RIAS

on

Practice

Note

SC191

afternoon our speakers covered procedures

Inspecting Tenements from the practice services

•

£2,000,000 for building projects

to recover overdue fees, fee charging and the

website with the following useful templates:

•

£5,000,000 for civil engineering projects

use of appointment documents. The second
part concentrated on contract administration

•

Equipment for Inspections

procedures with a focus on extensions of time

•

Procedural Checklists for Inspections

Scottish

and award of associated damages in the two

•

Typical Report Layout

Note CPN 1/2019 from the Scottish Government

most popular SBCC Contracts: Scottish Minor

For more information, download the
Procurement

Construction

Policy

website.

Works and Standard Building Contract. Over 60

Procurement Update

delegates attended the event.

Planning and Delivering Public

Inquiry into the Construction Industry in

Works Projects – New Construction

Scotland

covered will be the subject of Practice Notes

Procurement Handbook

The Scottish Parliament is carrying out an

which will be published in Practice Information

A new Construction Procurement Handbook

inquiry into the construction industry in

throughout the next few months. Chartered

which provides guidance on the procurement

Scotland. Jenny Lee, newly appointed Manager

Practices will be able to access them on the

of construction-related contracts has been

of RIAS Consultancy, represented RIAS at a

Practice Services website.

published. It is the first in a series of handbooks

view-finding workshop on 18th February 2019,

which will form the new Construction Manual.

at Construction Scotland Innovation Centre in

Conservation Update

Other handbooks covering various aspects of

Blantyre. She reports on key themes from the

Working Group on Maintenance of

construction will be published in due course,

day.

Tenement Scheme Property: Interim

including:

Practices should note that all the topics

Recommendations Report
The Scottish Parliament Working Group on

•

project initiation and business cases

Maintenance of Tenement Scheme Property

•

contract management

has finalised their Interim Recommendations
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The Economy, Energy and Fair Work
Committee are holding the parliamentary
inquiry under the remit:
“To understand the characteristics and
challenges of Scotland’s construction
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Practice Update

sector to ensure the sector realises its full

in the long run. Examples were given

Scotland. A summary of the proposed changes

potential in contributing to a productive

where products had been poorly specified

will be published in Practice Information. SPPN

and inclusive Scottish economy.

at the outset to save costs, only to need

1/2019 can be found on the Scottish Government
website.

Specific areas of focus will include:

replacement in the medium-term, via

economic impact; access to finance;

a lengthy and costly supply chain. For

skills;

infrastructure

architectural practices, very low bids are

General Practice

investment; land asset management;

resulting in insufficient fees to properly

Velux Combination Vertical / Sloping Roof

and innovation.”

resource projects.

Window

procurement;

The Committee asked whether the quality

The above product has been the subject

priority areas during the inquiry: economic

of output from the procurement process is

of investigation action by the RIAS Practice

impact of the construction sector; access to

related to recent building failures, and the

Services after a member reported a problem

finance; construction skills planning system;

consensus from the group was that it is.

with the specification of such a combination

Many participants commented that cost

window as an ‘access escape window’ under

always wins out above quality, no matter

Section 2. Fire Escape in the Technical

the weighting used. It was suggested that

Handbook.

The committee plan to focus on several

the construction procurement model; meeting
Scotland’s

infrastructure

needs;

driving

innovation and land asset management.

4.

5.

The workshop had representatives from

clients don’t always have the skills needed

It transpires that Velux discontinued the

different types of business including architects,

to assess quality or are under financial

side hung vertical access escape window in

developers, contractors and suppliers. Two

pressure to weight cost element more

2001, replacing it with a bottom hung inward

focus groups were formed, attended by

heavily.

opening vertical version which does not
comply with Section 2.0 criteria for access

Committee members John Mason MSP, Colin

escape windows.

Beattie MSP and Gordon MacDonald MSP.

The MSPs thanked the participants and

Procurement quickly came to the fore as

found the workshop a very helpful way to gain

The top hung sloping roof window can still

an urgent topic for the group and was the

a better understanding of the construction

perform the access escape window function

dominant area of discussion. Participants across

industry. As part of the inquiry they have also

but only if the height of the roof opening is

all disciplines had had similar experiences of

collected written views from organisations,

no greater than 1,100mm above finished floor

public procurement in Scotland:

businesses and individuals across the sector,

level.

visited CCG (one of Scotland’s largest privately1.

The broad view was taken that the public

owned

manufacturing

specifying any products check the up-to-

procurement system is highly risk averse

companies) and held evidence sessions in

date position of product availability and its

and prohibits innovation. Participants felt

committee meetings. The date for publication

compliance with current building regulations

that clients are unable and/or unwilling to

of the inquiry’s findings is to be confirmed.

requirements.

construction

and

use new products or services, for example a

2.

3.

The RIAS advice to members is that when

Maryse Richardson

new architectural practice or new product

Changes to Scottish Public Procurement

specified in design.

Legislation in the Event of a No-Deal Brexit

Senior Manager: Practice

public

The Scottish Government has just published

Built Environment Forum Scotland

procurement system actively prevents new

a new SPPN (Scottish Procurement Policy

www.befs.org.uk/policy-topics/buildings-maintenance-2/

or young firms from bidding for public

Note) setting out proposed changes to public

contracts, partly due to the requirement to

procurement legislation in Scotland in the

give specific, recent examples of work.

event of a no-deal Brexit. Most of these changes

The group discussed how the “race to the

do not fundamentally change the process of

bottom” on price is costing clients more

advertising and awarding public contracts in

Participants

agreed

that
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Insurance

Owner-Controlled Insurance Programmes for
Construction Projects

“An OCIP

For a property owner or developer starting a residential

To offset these risks, it is becoming increasingly common

or commercial building project, there is a wide array of

for the larger developers in the UK to use owner-controlled

provides cover

insurance coverage options to choose from.

insurance programmes (OCIPs), but owners and developers

for all project

The standard default position is to engage a construction

of all sizes may not be aware that they too can take

participants and

manager or a main building contractor to carry out the

advantage of the cost, coverage and control benefits that an

stakeholders in

construction works and for the main building contractor

OCIP provides.

connection with
the construction

to insure the works and cover any associated liabilities. The

In its simplest form, an OCIP is an arrangement whereby

cost of this cover will form part of the overall contract sum.

the owner or developer takes control of the arrangement

– so each party

The main building contractor will in turn usually employ

and purchase of the project insurances, typically Contract

doesn’t have

subcontractors and will seek to pass risk and insurance

Works, Third Party Liability, Delay in Start Up and Terrorism.

to rely on their

obligations down to the supply chain.

It provides cover for all project participants and stakeholders

own individual
policies.”

Construction and redevelopment projects are often

in connection with the construction – so each party doesn’t

highly complex and interface with a multitude of different

have to rely on their own individual policies. An OCIP is a

risks that are often overlooked. This can hold the potential

bespoke all-party cover which can typically include all

for insurance coverage loopholes to be created and

building contractors and subcontractors involved with

for arguments between contracting parties regarding

on-site construction. Architects and engineers may also

responsibility should a loss occur. This can cause delays in

be covered for their on-site activities, but these entities

project completion, creating financial risk for the owner/

must continue to purchase their own professional liability.

developer. In such circumstances the owner/developer has

Consultants, suppliers, vendors, and manufacturers can

no control over the quality of the insurance arranged by

also be covered while carrying out physical work on the

building contractors and subcontractors, and it can often be

site associated with the project. The owner/developer is

difficult and time consuming to undertake regular checks.

in charge of securing and paying for the cover, as well as

Further complications occur when the works are subject to

administering the programme.

sectional handovers/completion, or if a number of separate
direct contracts are entered into.
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What are the cost, coverage and control benefits that

ascertain the true cost of insurance for the project. When the

At RIASIS we pride

an OCIP provides?

owner/developer purchases an OCIP the building contractor

ourselves in providing

Owners and developers are becoming increasingly risk

and the subcontractors should deduct the cost of their

a market leading policy

conscious and, with the failure of some building contractors

insurance cover from their contract costs which can also

wording, an integral

hitting the headlines in recent times, there has been an

eliminate any contractors’ mark up on insurance costs.

support service

increase in them assuming responsibility for arranging

and fast turnover of

Claims

tailored project insurances.

documentation.

By arranging these insurance programmes, the owner/

In the event of a claim, the principal named insured has

developer controls the insurance protection which is in

most control of the claims process. With an OCIP, the owner/

For further information,

place; they are able to ensure compliance with funding

developer is the conduit and will be kept informed of

please contact:

requirements and their construction contracts. They can

progress to settlement, with the least filtering of information.

maintain complete authority over the covers placed and

The owner/developer will also have direct access to insurers

RIAS Insurance Services

the premium costs that apply, whereas with the traditional

for claims matters and claims monies can be paid direct to

Orchard Brae House

approach the building contractor and subcontractors all

them.

30 Queensferry Road

have different policies from different insurers, with different

However, with individual building contractor and

Edinburgh EH4 2HS

deductibles,

subcontractor insurance arrangements, the owner/developer

Tel: 0131 311 4130

and different limits. With an OCIP, they have the comfort

will not have the same level of control or oversight of the

Fax: 0131 311 4280

of knowing that everyone on the project is covered. This

claims process and may be concerned if the process is not

vivian.allison@marsh.

will help to eliminate unknown exposures arising from

being managed properly.

com

coverages,

different

exclusions,

different

inadequate insurance provided by building contractors and

By having this insurance policy that covers all parties,

subcontractors and help eliminate legal and contractual

there will be less apportioning of blame and/or liability if

disputes between parties provided the contracts are aligned

there is a loss or incident that triggers a general liability

with the OCIP, which legal and insurance advisors can advise

claim. With separate policies, the insurance companies for

with.

each contractor may blame each other’s insureds and try

If the building contractor goes out of business or becomes

to seek reimbursement (subrogation) and possibly avoid

insolvent, or the owner/developer get into a dispute with the

liability. With an OCIP, the owner/developers, building

building contractor and the building contractor needs to be

contractors and their subcontractors are all insured under

replaced, it will be much easier to do so under an owner-

the same policy, so insurance companies will not try to

controlled insurance policy which would avoid any potential

prioritise another policy and shift blame provided, as

lapse in cover.

mentioned previously, the building contracts are aligned

nada.jardaneh@marsh.
com

with the OCIP.

Cost

OCIP’s are common practice for large complex projects

Historically, contractor-controlled insurance arrangements

involving multiple contracting parties and stakeholders and

have been a more cost-effective method of obtaining project

are fast becoming the default requirement for investors.

insurances; however, the price differential has significantly

However, the benefits of these insurance programmes should

reduced over recent years. With an OCIP, at the outset there

be considered for owners and developers of all sizes.

is a known and fixed insurance cost. The programme is

Karen O’Donnell

non-cancellable for the duration of the project, and there is

Project Risk Consultant, Marsh Ltd

certainty that the premium is paid and that the insurances
are current. With individual building contractor and

For further information, or if you are unclear on the best

subcontractor insurance arrangements, it may be harder to

insurance solution, please speak to your Marsh contact.
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President’s Diary
Does not include

January

13 Attended RIAS Strategy Group / Edinburgh

internal meetings

23 Attended Interim Governance Committee / Edinburgh

20 Chaired RIAS Interim Executive Committee / Edinburgh

23 Attended RIAS Strategy Group / Edinburgh

21 Presented at Scotland Build Conference / Glasgow

29 Attended RIAS Procurement Working Group Meeting /

22 Gave a talk to Architecture Students / University of

Edinburgh

Dundee
25 Presented an Award at the Considerate Constructor

February
06 Chaired RIAS Council / Edinburgh

Awards / Edinburgh
28 Attended RIBA Council / Cambridge

14 Chaired RIAS Practice Committee / Edinburgh
18 Met with Amanda Khan and Tim Bailey from RIBA North,
with Acting Secretary / Edinburgh
19 Met with Adrian Bell, Morton Fraser re RIAS Review /
Glasgow

April
02 Attended Interim Governance Committee / Edinburgh
02 Attended RIAS Convention Group Meeting / Edinburgh
03 Chaired RIAS Council / Edinburgh

27 Attended Interim Governance Committee / Edinburgh

03 Attended RIAS Fellows’ Dinner / Edinburgh

27 Attended RIAS Strategy Group / Edinburgh

04 Met with Lorraine Landels Hon FRIAS and Daphne Thissen
Hon FRIAS to discuss international connections

March
01 Attended Aberdeen Society of Architects’ Dinner /
Elphinstone Hall, Aberdeen
06 Met with Linda Fabiani MSP re Cross Party Group, with
Acting Secretary / Edinburgh

and

RIAS Convention / Edinburgh
09 Gave a talk to Architecture Students / Scott Sutherland
School, RGU
17 Gave a talk to Architecture Students / Glasgow School of
Art

06 Chaired the RIAS Committee Chairs Forum / Edinburgh
12 Attended Tilney Trustee Induction Event / Glasgow
13 Attended Interim Governance Committee / Edinburgh

© Clare Cavanagh

Honorary Fellows

Sandy
Halliday

Sandy established her own research & consultancy practice

scheme in the world, as well and co-authored the RIAS’s

in 1996 to develop sustainable solutions for the built

current sustainability guidance with Richard Atkins.

environment. Gaia Research is part of the Gaia Group

Sandy’s close links with the CIBSE, RIBA, ARB and RIAS

network, which facilitates collaborative working with

means that she has increasingly been able to bridge the

architectural, engineering, urban design and landscape

gap between architecture and engineering, in particular

practices and reflect the nature of the construction industry’s

in particular in process issues, passive design and building

research requirements in responding to the challenge of

physics. She has authored, amongst many books and papers,

sustainable construction.

the Green Guide to the Architects’ Job Book, RIBA Publications

As an active member of the Chartered Institute of
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), Sandy has chaired

(2000) and co-authored the RIBA’s Sustainability Guide to the
Plan of Work 2013 (2016).

the meetings Committee, the Technical Conference and
participated as a Member of Council & the Executive Board.

Sandy Halliday is awarded the Incorporation’s

She has served as a member of the RIBA/ARB Validation

Honorary Fellowship for services to the built

Advisory Panel and assisted in the development of the RIAS

environment and sustainability.

accreditation scheme for sustainable design, the first such
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Honorary Fellows

James
S Milne
CBE DL Hon
DBA DHC

James Milne, known to his many friends and colleagues as

Causa from the University of Aberdeen in 2008. In 2011, he

JSM, Jim or Jimmy, established Balmoral Group in 1980 with

was inducted into the Entrepreneurial Exchange’s Hall of

just five employees designing and manufacturing glass

Fame and, in 2013, was made Honorary Doctor of Business

reinforced plastic products. Today, employing approximately

Administration by Edinburgh Napier University.

600 people, the privately-owned company provides design

James is a member of Entrepreneurial Scotland, Vice-

and manufacturing solutions to the global sub-sea, energy,

Chairman of the North-East Committee and Fellow of the

civil and environmental engineering sectors.

Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) and

James is a firm believer in driving technology to maintain

Chairman of the Friends of ANCHOR, a fundraising body

Balmoral’s competitive advantage in its chosen fields. The

which supports cancer care and research at Grampian

company’s policy of continuous research and development has

University Hospitals NHS Trust.

been in place for many years resulting in innovative materials

Synonymous

with

Aberdeen

and

the

Scottish

and unique processes being developed by the company. He

manufacturing industry, Jim’s travels have taken him around

also believes staff development is fundamental to business

the globe many times. A respected international entrepreneur

success and it is his philosophy to encourage employees to

and businessman he is renowned for his straight talking and

develop self-belief in addition to professional work skills.

for extolling the virtues of north-east Scotland.

He was awarded the CBE in 1994; received an honorary
doctorate from Aberdeen’s Robert Gordon University in

James Milne is awarded an Honorary Fellowship

1999 and was made Burgess of Guild in the City of Aberdeen

of the RIAS for his contribution to Scotland’s built

during 2004. James Milne became Deputy Lieutenant of

environment through Scotland’s manufacturing

Aberdeen City in January 2007 and received a Degree Honoris

industry.

Chartered Architect
Membership

Membership Update
The following deaths were
reported with regret:

Claire Louise Raper
Alan Robinson

Transfers to Retired
Fellowship approved:

David Strathdee

Alina Enache
Michael Evans
Laura Farquhar

James Brownlie rias

Sarah J Sutherland

Prof. Harold Phillips frias

Chiara Fingland

Prof. Richard Carr hon frias

Sam Wilson

Dr Henry Roan Rutherford frias

Kirstin Sikkenberg Forsyth

Archibald Whitehead Christie

Graham Whitter

Andrew Gordon Smith frias

Federica Giardino

David Ogilvie Maclagan

Emma Gibb

Wedderburn frias

Conor Scott Gray

Tom Young frias

Kirsty Janet Jeffrey

rias
William George Cowie rias riba

Removals reported:

John MacInnes Doig rias
Eric William Hargreaves rias

Kenneth Taylor Drew

Michael Charles Henderson rias

Richard Jones

Neil Robertson Hynd rias

Ian William Lang

Vernon Lee rias

Alastair Gordon Mackie

Frederick Seaton rias
Gillean (Sam) Petrie Small rias
Philip Hill Spence frias

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:

Ryan Johnston

Reinstatements to full
Membership:

Ulker Kasif
Paul Kenny
Matthew M McCallum

Graham Robin Oliver Jones rias

Robert James McCaughan

riba

Jennie McDougall

Hamish Allan Kirkpatrick rias

Edita Mencinskaite

riba

Lucy Montague

frias

David Miler Aitken rias

Matt Loader rias

Nicola Murphy

William Ritchie Wellwood rias

Ian Duncan Bower rias

Sophie Logan rias riba

Aleksanra Patarova

Peter B Cape rias

Lindsey Mitchell rias riba

Cecile Ngoc Suong Perdu

John A Cochrane rias

Karen Parry rias

Laura Alexandra Popa

John Dewar rias

Samantha Williams rias riba

Lloyd Robertson

George Alexander Stenhouse

Resignations reported:
Jonathan Barclay

James Colin Drummond rias

Kenneth Derek Blackburn

John A Forbes rias

Edwin B Bonar

William Peter Gillespie rias

Richard W S Davis

William Harley rias

Steven Dempsey

Christiaan Rupert Guy Jorissen

David Brown

Stephen Michael Elliot

rias

Ian Charles Grant

David Fenner

Edward Kelly rias

Craig Sutherland

Sara Gibson

Euan Haslehurst Lawrence rias

Ashleigh Thomson

Lesley Everingham Haggarty

John Livingstone rias

Hazel Wallace

Charles Hussey

Raymond O’Donnell rias

Alexander Gordon Kinghorn

David James Ritchie rias

John Livingstone

Douglas James Taylor rias

Colin McCredie

James Alexander Riddel Taylor

Ewen McLachlan

rias

Sarah Malorie Ali

Kristina Atanasova

Michael Mullen

Gwenyth Ann Thomson rias

Jennifer Helen Robertson

Elections to Associate
Membership:

Rachael Ronaldson
Ziwen Sun
Calum John Ward
Danielle Wilson

Elections to Student
Membership:
Franciso de Luca Ayverich

Transferred from Student
to Associate Membership:

Mohammad Abdulhannan
Marie Airth
Mak Ka Kwan Andrew

Joao Manuel Barreto Alves

Hannah Baillie

Moira Diane Claire Morrison

Salma Asabe Aubakr

Chloe Barker

Brian John Murray

Jodie Black

James Allan Ian Batty

Peter Highland Christie Nelson

Calum Cole Campbell

Mateusz Bierut

Sheena Raeburn

Hannah Dalton

Scott Birtles
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RIAS Chapters
Aberdeen

Dundee

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Inverness

Stirling

Outwith

Magdalena Bogalecka

Jia Hui Lim

Oiartz Guerrero Tojero

Siobhan McGale rias riba

Mirka Borek

Hope Livingstone

Davide Uccello

Erin McGuire rias riba

Amy Kate Brady

Robbie Lyall

Rupasri Veeresh

Ciara McInnes rias

Rebecca Brewer

Sophie Reeve Macauley

Guro Vold

Nicola McLachlan rias

Ewan Bunkell

Noor Ul Ain Malik

Adam Jethro Wadler

Marta Michna-Kawale rias riba

Sophie Burgess

Taronga Mamna

Monuka Walawender

Beverly Mortimer rias riba

Emma Ida Maria Burns

Sharleen Mardani

Christopher Watson

Gail Marjorie Morton rias

Andrea Nicole Casono

Frederike Marx

Thomas Leslie Whiting

Alison Elizabeth Mudd rias riba

Charlotte Chan Cheuk Lam

Reece McCallum

Rhys Wogboroma

Anthony John Newman rias

Preethika Suzanna Chandran

Connor McCrae

Sunxiuoxing Xa

riba

Keiren Cheung

Liam McDougall

Aidan Cummins

Conan McGhee

Andrew Lewis Stewart Dennison

Jordan James McKee

Jamie Deuchars

Glenn McKerracher

Tomasz Dobrlynski

Renan Christopher Millares

Stuart Archer rias riba

Simon Rennison-Rae rias riba

Chloe Docherty

Piotre Miskowiec

Colin Baillie rias

Angus James Ritchie rias riba

Jakub Duda

Jessica Mitchell

Stephanie Eleanor Barrable rias

Daryl Philip Robbins rias riba

Clementina Saphira Gemini

Emma Morrison

riba

Jill Shand rias

Eleady-Cole

Dearbhla Muligan

Ciaran Bennett rias

Peter Smith rias riba

Andrew Cameron Ferguson

Ngoe Nguyenova

Kenneth Charles Boyd rias riba

Sylwia Sobkowiak-Kania rias

Megan Forbes

Rachel Nonhebel

Mary Carslaw rias

Christine Jane Stewart rias riba

Robbie Fowler

Kenny Paul Phillips

Ross Crichton rias

Joshua Aaron Summers rias

Gillian Charisse Castro Fronda

Camilla Piccione

Grace Elizabeth Cruickshank

riba

Finley Fyfe

Saiful Fazli Ramli

rias riba

Nicholas Van Jonker rias riba

Adrienne Gerrard

Nathen Retallick

Gerald Chu rias riba

Niall Greg Watson rias riba

Caitlin Dalziel Zhang Gray

Ross Robson

Andrew Davidson rias riba

Gregor Wight rias

Alexandra Heckler

Melisa Ruzgar

Donnie Duncanson rias

Luke Hibbert

Beatrice Kalyani Ryan

Nicola Falconer rias riba

Erin Hickman

Mohammad Sabbagh

Christina Gaiger rias

Natasha Ho

Liam Sandeman

Gordon Gibb rias riba

Abby Hopes

Nita Savolainen

Katherine Gibson rias riba

Benjamin Hoskins

Jack Steven Scott

Donald William Hunter rias

Marion Jane Howitt

Andrew Shields

riba

Khadeeja Imthiaz

Connor Simmons

Karen Kalkreuter rias riba

Wezi Jere

Emma Ida Maria Sjholm

Christopher Thomas Kelly rias

Lewis John Johnston

Joseph Aras Staitis

riba

Maria Kabaaga

Helen Anne Stout

Conor Lutton S rias riba

Brendon Kerrisk

Yanni Su

Alexander Wilson Mackenzie

Jasmiina Knaapi

Charlotte Taylor

rias riba

Charlene Rankin

Joanna Laing

Lucy Taylor

Dermot Madden rias riba

Manager: Membership / RIAS

Immanuel Lavery

Calum Thomson

Zsuzsa Majo rias riba

Consultancy Support
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Paul John Owens rias riba

Elections to Chartered
Membership:

David Peoples rias riba
Louise Rae rias
Amy Sian Redman rias riba
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Professor Richard Carr Hon FRIAS

Professor Richard Carr, design

SIGN magazine where he wrote

historian, journalist and writer

design analysis of cars, bicycles,

has passed away on 24 December

chairs and other products, in-

2018, in Dundee, aged 83.

cluding typewriters and comput-

Born 13th October 1935 in Lon-

ers designed by Ettore Sottsass

don, of Pictish and English line-

for Olivetti. In 1969, he became a

age, Richard spent his early years

freelance journalist continuing to

in his beloved Oxford under the

contribute to the magazine.

care of his adoptive mother Dora

His main role, however was

Minnie Butler Carr, and step fa-

as Design Correspondent for The

ther John Henry Carr. Dora would

Guardian.

later become Mayor of Oxford in

Among the greats he inter-

1977-1978 and have a close named

viewed

after her. Richard also had a

founder of the Bauhaus and in the

strong bond with his godmother

early 70s travelled to Italy several

Herta, a German Jew who escaped

times to interview Ettore Sottsass

from Hitler’s Germany.

on his life and work, thereby ce-

Between 1944 and 1954 Richard

© Simon Carr

13 October 1935 to 24 December 2018

was

Walter

Gropius,

menting a life-long friendship.

attended St Christopher’s School,

In 1976 Richard moved to

tions to two Scottish periodicals,

for Canada. Identity is an essential

Letchworth, England, where he

Scotland and embarked on his

Craftwork and Artwork. As noted

part of one’s well-being and Rich-

would regularly see Michael Win-

academic career at Duncan of Jor-

in The Scotsman obituary ‘..un-

ard found himself bereft of identi-

ner driven to the gates in a Rolls

danstone College of Art & Design,

der his experienced journalistic

ty in the Atlantic Coast of Canada

Royce. In 1954 he joined the Na-

to establish their Design History

eye, it (Artwork) developed into

with its harsh winters, returning

tional Service, re-entering civil-

program and took on the role of

an important voice, producing

to Dundee in 2011 to live out the

ian life in 1956 to attend St Cath-

Course Director – his contacts

features, reviews, articles and,


rest of his life in a place that he

erine’s College Oxford University,

greatly enriched the faculty, as he

often, hard-hitting editorials that

knew well. As Ettore Sottsass com-

where he read Politics, Philosophy

was able to introduce renowned

pulled no punches.’

mented in Richard’s 1999 mono-

and Economics graduating (MA

designers to the college. Mean-

He was made an Honorary Fel-

Oxon) in 1959.

graph Catching Up with Sottsass

while, he continued his journal-

low of the RIAS in 2015. He contin-

‘Don’t

Richard was a journalist, an

istic career writing for The Scots-

ued to write for Artwork until the

works out.’

academic and most certainly,

man, The Herald and The Sunday

end of his life – his last article was

Richard leaves behind his eld-

one who enjoyed life. He loved to

Herald.

“Newcomer on the Dundee water-

est son Simon, his wife An-ling as

front” on the new V&A museum,

well as younger brothers Michael

for the winter issue 2018.

and Mark Carr. His eldest son Kr-

travel and was indeed one of the

He continued his work with DJ-

first western journalists to cross

CAD until 2007 when he retired as

Checkpoint Charlie into East Ber-

an Honorary Professor.

worry,

not

everything

His interest in exhibitions led

ishna, pre-deceased Richard in

lin. Richard’s journalism career

Richard contributed to a ‘be-

him to the close collaboration

2004. All his children are from an

was evident early on – he once

wildering range’ of books (includ-

with late Bill Potter of Inhouse,

earlier marriage to Jennifer Carr.

had tea with Pandit Nehru in the

ing writing Tartans, their Art &

Edinburgh, helping to organise

Richard is also survived by his sis-

Oxford College garden.

History with Ann Sutton in 1984)

numerous exhibitions. In such a

ter Judith Chipchase.

In the early 1960s he joined

and publications including Craft

way, as Richard explained, “Put-

He will be missed by his family

the Oxford Mail and became the

Horizons (USA), Dormus (Italy),

ting the objects into their histor-

and friends, not solely for his in-

paper’s art critic to review plays,

Form (Sweden), Studio Interna-

ical and cultural contexts”.

tellect and good manners, but as

films and books. He subsequently

tional and for the RIAS Quarterly

In 2007 Richard left Scotland

worked as Features Editor of DE-

and made substantial contribu-

with his then wife, Marlene Ivey,
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a true gentleman.
Obituary supplied by Simon Carr
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John MacInnes Doig RIAS

Michael Charles Henderson RIAS RIBA

25 July 1931 to January 2019

6 February 1945 to 15 December 2017

John Doig was born in Stornoway

John moved to the Edinburgh

in July 1931. His parents, Dr Robert

practice of Robert Matthew John-

Doig and Lucienne Nizart, met in

son Marshall and was involved in

France whilst his father’s unit was

the Commonwealth Pool and Stir-

liberating the town of Valenci-

ling University projects. He had

ennes.

also participated in the University

Growing up in Stornoway, John

of Ulster development.

had two elder brothers, Henry

Having decided to leave pri-

and Robert and a younger sister

vate practice to participate more

Lucienne. He went to school at

in family life now with three sons,

the Nicolson Institute in Storno-

John then moved to local govern-

way and had an adventurous but

ment and joined Ayr County. This

happy childhood on the Outer

was at a time when educational

Mike was born in Aberdeen and

ovated Bible Society Building in

Hebrides.

establishments were being rap-

attended Robert Gordons, before

the west end of Edinburgh and

idly developed and John was in-

qualifying from the Scott Suth-

then opened a new office in West

volved heavily in these.

Leaving

Stornoway,

he

at-

erland School of Architecture

Calder in the late ‘90s. During this

College and studied architecture

At the time of local govern-

in 1979. He then headed out to

time with Dick Peddie and McKay,

there. Whilst there, he met his fu-

ment reorganisation in 1975, John

Windheok, South West Africa, to

Mike worked through thousands

ture wife Jeanetta and upon grad-

then moved to Glasgow District

work with Mr John Kemp and As-

of drawings from the archives,

uating he initially began working

Council, where he remained un-

sociates, where he gained a wide

recording history of the 100-year

til taking early retirement in the

experience in designing schools,

olds company. The archives re-

Having since joined the prac-

‘90’s. His career here was largely

office buildings, and private res-

main now with ‘Monuments Re-

tice of Robert Matthew Johnson

housing based and he was always

idences. Mike returned to Edin-

cords’, Edinburgh and Dick Peddie

Marshall, they moved to London,

delighted with the feedback from

burgh early in 1973, and joined,

and McKay continues to trade to-

where whilst bringing up the

tenants on the improvements

Dick Peddie and McKay, in the

day.

first two of their sons, John would

made to their properties.

same year. Following the sudden

Mike enjoyed the ‘out of doors’,

tended Robert Gordon Technical

for Ross and Cromarty county.

travel up by train to Aviemore to

Having both retired, John and

death of Scoot Duncan in 1988,

with walking, sailing and camp-

take part in the construction of

Jeanetta were kept busy with a

Mike took over the firm and con-

ing. He loved classic cars and

the Coylumbridge Hotel. Having

growing family with four grand-

tinues there, firstly in the prem-

spent many happy hours dis-

decided to move back to Scotland,

children and especially delighted

ises in Leith then later in West

mantling Sunbeam and Citroen

when one of them decided to fol-

Calder, where he continued the

cars and making them like new

low a career in architecture and

business until he retired due to

again. For over 10 years he bravely

study at Robert Gordon.

poor health.

fought declining health, suffering

They still had time to travel

He was unassuming in his

from Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s

widely, making friends overseas

career, however he instigated

Disease, Mike was an inspiration

as well as in various art and sketch

some very important work that

to everyone who knew him, a true

clubs in Ayr and further afield.

was carried out in Edinburgh. He

gentleman, and is sadly missed.

John was very active in Ayr Civ-

was at the heart of the redevelop-

He is survived by his wife Beryl,

ic Society and helped retain some

ment of Leith in the ‘80s and ’90s

daughter Shona, son Stuart, and

of Ayr’s more notable historic

and carried out the first external

his grandchildren Eva, Charlie

buildings including Loudon Hall.

streetscape improvements along

and Brodie.

the High Street and ‘closes’ in

Obituary supplied by Beryl

sons and four grandchildren.

the ’80s. Mike met Princess Ann

Henderson

Obituary supplied by Ian Doig

at the opening of the newly ren-

John is survived by his three

RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019
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Harry Vernon Lee RIAS FRIBA
11 April 1924 to 1 November 2018

Vernon Lee graduated from the

Johnson-Marshall

Scot-

of RMJM prior to the firm being

“My father was a modest

University of Liverpool in 1945

land, joining in 1962 as their hos-

incorporated had the distress of

man yet a highly talented

with a first-class honours degree

pital specialist. He was respon-

dealing with a baseless mesothe-

draughtsman, designer and

and diploma in civic design. A

sible for a number of hospitals

lioma claim in 2013. This was a

a dedicated professional. He

travelling scholarship took him

including Edinburgh and Newcas-

deeply upsetting experience in

had a passion for drawing,

to Switzerland to study modern

tle Royal Infirmaries.

retirement years for these two

spending hours on his

[RMJM]

schools and a first taste of hospital

Vernon travelled with Sir Rob-

stalwarts of a practice with the

sketchpad refining designs

design in Houston, Texas as

ert Matthew in 1970 at the request

highest integrity. Their sons, Ben

but selflessly ensuring there

part of his 6 months of practical

of the Peruvian government to

Derbyshire and Marcus Lee suc-

was appropriate delegation to

experience.

make plans for earthquake dam-

cessfully helped fight and defend

be inclusive of the wider team.

aged Yungay and worked exten-

the case. A positive outcome of

sively in the West Indies.

He worked with Sir William

His career focused on

the ordeal was the establish-

the public sector and to the

Cambridge Town Plan and joined

He was invited in 1972 to rep-

ment of RIBA’s asbestosfaqs help

needs of others through

Farmer and Dark in 1954 to work

resent the firm on the British Con-

website to assist members being

universities, schools and

on a new paper factory, research

sultancy Bureau sponsored by the

placed in a similar position in the

hospital programmes around

labs and offices in Northfleet re-

government to promote British

future.

the world. He devoted time to

turning to Hertfordshire County

expertise overseas. His tenure last-

Council in 1956 as group leader of

ed 10 years becoming chairman

Anne and five of his children.

promoting British consultancy

senior schools and further educa-

in 1980. He retired from RMJM in

Obituary supplied by the family

expertise abroad.”

tion colleges.

1989.

Holford in 1948 on studies for

He was a partner and former

Vernon and Sir Andrew Derby-

chairman of Robert Matthew

shire, as sole surviving partners
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Vernon is survived by his wife

overseas aid through the BCB

Marcus Lee
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John Kinnaird Marr RIAS RIBA
13 January 1946 to 21 April 2018

John Marr was born in Aberdeen

Son, where he acquired extensive

on 13 January 1946 to a prominent

experience and was regarded by

Aberdeen architect and educated

the partners as a ‘highly princi-

at Robert Gordons College, Aber-

pled and competent architect’ a

deen, excelling at all sports but

description which all who worked

especially at athletics, cricket and

with him would attest fitted him

rugby, exceptionally being select-

to the end. Mrs Thatcher’s ascent

ed as a 4th year pupil to play for

to power brought changes to that

the 1st and senior XV. Having orig-

firm’s workload, and in 1980, part-

inally considered a career in the

ly in anticipation of those chang-

police force, John decided to fol-

es John decided to take up a post

low in his father’s footsteps after

with the Common Services Agen-

all, and started his studies at Scott

cy of the NHS in Inverness, his

Sutherland School of Architecture

mother’s home, where as firstly

in September 1964 completing his

Principal and latterly Divisional

Diploma in Architecture in 1970,

Architect he was in charge of a

Associates, and continued as a Di-

er and had some success as a

and became a member of the

wide variety of health-related pro-

rector and then Consultant until

curler. He was re-introduced to

RIBA and RIAS in 1971

jects throughout the Highlands

his complete retirement in 2015.

fishing and for the remaining 25

and Islands.

John would not be alone in re-

years of his life this became an

Johns father, (John Gibb Marr
1890-1983) was the last surviving

Foreseeing the increasing cen-

gretting the ever-increasing level

abiding passion as he could pit his

partner of the eminent Aberdeen

tralisation of NHS design services,

of bureaucracy of the building in-

wits against the Highland salmon

firm of architects A Marshall Mac-

and not at all enthusiastic at the

dustry, and the constant demands

away from the pressures of work

kenzie and Marr whose commis-

likely consequences, John showed

for immediate decisions. The

as well as enjoying the camara-

sions included Marischal College

his independent streak once again

introduction of the fax machine

derie and re-igniting his compet-

(then the largest granite building

in 1990 by leaving the comfort of a

followed by last minute emailed

itive spirit – there was always a

in the world), Crathie Kirk, Mar

health service salary and pension

requests for instant responses sug-

great smile if he caught the big

Lodge, the Australian High Com-

to set up his own private practice

gested a lack of proper manage-

one. As his final illness took hold,

mission (Australia House) and

in Inverness. His unchallengea-

ment on the part of contractors

he was utterly determined to beat

the Waldorf Hotel. Unfortunately,

ble combination of healthcare

and others.

the odds, and had asked for his

John was too late to follow in his

expertise and local architectural

One of John’s college contem-

hospital appointments to be rear-

father’s footsteps for the firm to

knowledge led to a constantly

poraries and lifelong friends de-

ranged to avoid his precious days

continue, as that practice closed

heavy workload in health-related

scribed John’s professional life

on the river. In his other interests

in 1972 when his father retired at

buildings, both for the NHS and

and integrity perfectly by noting

John had a fascination with the

the age of 82, and John was very

a large number of private health-

that “John was never a “Flash Har-

history of the two World Wars

newly qualified. Nonetheless John

care providers. John was widely

ry” type of architect always on the

including visits to Belgium and

and his father had almost 100

known in Inverness and the High-

hunt for awards. When he estab-

France where his uncle had died.

years of continuous membership

lands, and his practice workload

lished his own firm he became

However, John was first and

of the RIAS between them, surely

encompassed a wide variety of

known as a thorough and compe-

foremost a devoted family man,

an exceptional if not unique ac-

commissions both commercial

tent practitioner with an eye for

and leaves his wife, Alison, four

complishment.

and private, from fish processing

detail. He has left many satisfied

children, none of whom have fol-

factories to care homes and large

clients, and a body of work of

lowed him into architecture, and

domestic dwellings.

which I am sure he was proud.”

From 1970-80, John worked
for another old established and
highly regarded Aberdeen prac-

In 2007 he amalgamated his

Ever the natural sportsman,

tice – George Bennett Mitchell &

practice with Colin Armstrong

John was an elegant squash play-

RIAS Quarterly Issue 37 Spring 2019

three grandchildren.
Obituary supplied by Colin
Armstrong
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Frederick Seaton RIAS

Gillean ‘Sam’ Petrie Small

12 July 1939 to 21 November 2018

5 November 1936 to 6 September 2018

Qualified from Glasgow Tech and

With a keen interest in art,

the School of Art, employment at

design and DIY, he was able to

Coia’s, Wingate’s, East Kilbride

transform his home and garden

Corporation, Keppie Henderson’s,

on a continual cycle, with a clean,

Glasgow Council, followed over

classic and contemporary feel,

the decades. Fred loved his occu-

throughout his life.

pation of Architect. He knew what

Despite a busy home and work

he wanted to do from a young age

life, he was able to find time to do

and pursued it with vigour and

volunteer work for such causes as

gusto.

the Scouts and adult literacy.

Never happier than when he

A legacy not only of great de-

was seated at his board creating.

sign, but of an effortlessly joyful

His designs, whether church or

life, spent doing what he loved.

Gillean Petrie Small (known as

Small married twice, first in

hospital or courthouse, reflected

A true gentleman, in every sense,

Sam) was born on 5 November

1960 to Beryl Janet Wallace Sin-

many of his personal attributes;

who just happened to be an archi-

1936 in Glasgow, the son of An-

clair by whom he had two sons,

flair, intelligence, passion, enthu-

tect.

gus Cameron Small, land survey-

and second in 1989 to Ellen Wat-

siasm. There was always a wry

Husband to the late Mary, fa-

or, and his wife Helen Anderson

son Sneddon. Outwith his profes-

smile when, inevitably a lay-per-

ther of five, grandfather to ten.

Mann. Angus Small was employed

sional life he is interested in local

son would question “but how do

He is deeply and sadly missed by

as a civil engineer by the City of

history and architectural history.

family and friends alike.

Glasgow

Department

Since retirement he has written

Obituary supplied by Alan Seaton

from 1960-62 and by the Estate De-

and lectured on a range of topics.

ecdotes, told with great humour

partment from 1962-68. Sam Small

From 1994-1998 he catalogued the

and wit, always accompanied by

was educated at Hutchesons’ Boys

RIAS Drawings Collection now de-

a smile.

Grammar School. He studied at

posited in RCAHMS and prepared

Glasgow School of Architecture,

a database of these records. From

initially as a part-time student

1999-2003 he catalogued Moffat

from 1954-57 and from 1957-60 as

Burgh Dean of Guild drawings

a full-time student at The Royal

and again prepared a database.

you clean the windows?”.
A thousand work and life an-

Housing

Technical College. From 1954 he

In retirement Sam involved

was employed by East Kilbride

himself extensively in researching

Development Corporation, being

local history, producing several

given leave of absence while stud-

essays, some of which are depos-

ying full-time. He graduated in

ited with Glasgow University Ar-

1960 and was admitted ARIBA in

chives. He helped establish the

1962 and ARIAS in 1964.

current local museum in Moffat

He remained with East Kilbride

and enjoyed jazz music.

Development Corporation until

Sam died peacefully at home

1963 at which date he moved to

on 6th September, 2018. loving

the office of Walter Underwood

and much- loved husband of Ellen

& Partners where he worked for

and father of Stuart and the late

two years. He then transferred to

David.

Monro & Partners, becoming an

Obituary supplied by Ellen Small

Associate in 1965 and a partner in
1982. He retired in 1991.
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Skylight name for certificate

“
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Skylight

The Skylight International
bespoke rooflight is a
centrepiece to this project,
it brings in natural light deep
into the plan, and provides
an interesting interplay of
angles and sunlight. The
homeowners are delighted
with the finished look.

.co.uk

”

Amanda Campbell
Architect
A-Cubed Design Ltd
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Bespoke and off-the-shelf skylights

Skylight International Ltd, based in Glasgow, is a 32-year-

Call or pop into our factory in Govan to discuss.

old family-run glazing solutions company specialising in
the design, engineering, manufacturing and installation of
innovative skylights across the country.

Skylight International Ltd
75 Birkmyre Road
Glasgow G51 3JH

Catering for high-end residential, commercial, retail, local
authority and council properties, we offer a comprehensive
product range providing quality patented rooflights and
glazing solutions to meet the functionality and design
specifications of our clients.

Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

Need to
be sure?
Understandably, you don’t want to take chances when
specifying paving. So with more than 75 years under
our belt and continual investment in quality and service,
Tobermore ticks all the right boxes.
Trust Tobermore

tobermore.co.uk

Chartered Architect
Contacting RIAS

Getting in touch
Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

Karen Stevenson

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Louise McLeod

Maryse Richardson
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Senior Manager: Secretary and

Senior Manager: Finance and

Senior Manager: Practice

karen.stevenson@rias.org.uk

Treasurer’s Office

Administration

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

childersley@rias.org.uk

lmcleod@rias.org.uk

Senior Management

Staff

Marjorie Appleton frias

Jennifer Bamford

Stuart Bryce

Clare Cavanagh

Elaine Dobie

Practice Services Consultant

Archive/Secretary’s Office

Manager: Bookshop / Design

Receptionist / Bookshop

Practice Administrator

p/t

Assistant p/t

Certification Schemes

Assistant p/t

edobie@rias.org.uk

mappleton@rias.org.uk

jennifer.bamford@rias.org.uk

Administrator

reception@rias.org.uk

bookshop@rias.org.uk

Hayley Kyle

Maureen Johnstone

Jennifer Lee

Veronica Low

Janet Nixon

Finance and Administration

Senior Finance and

Manager: Consultancy

Manager: Commercial

Manager: SBCC p/t

Assistant

Administration Assistant

Services p/t

vlow@rias.org.uk

info@sbcconline.com

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk

jennifer.lee@rias.org.uk

Charlene Rankin

Gemma Sinclair

Lorraine Sutherland

Manager: Membership /

Events and Communications

Senior Receptionist /

RIAS Consultancy Support

Assistant

Bookshop Assistant p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk

gemma.sinclair@rias.org.uk

reception@rias.org.uk
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Professional Indemnity Insurance

WORKING TOGETHER
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Arranging professional indemnity insurance
and providing risk management services for the
profession in Scotland.
For further information contact:
VIVIAN ALLISON
+44(0) 141 304 4328
vivian.allison@marsh.com

CELIA BUD
+44(0) 141 304 4484
celia.bud@marsh.com
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